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Disclaimer Statement
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Montana Department of Transportation (MDT) and
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Montana and the United States assume no liability for the use or misuse of its contents.
The contents of this document reflect the views of the authors, who are solely responsible for the facts and
accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the views or official policies of
MDT or the USDOT.
The State of Montana and the United States do not endorse products of manufacturers.
This document does not constitute a standard, specification, policy or regulation.

ALTERNATIVE FORMAT STATEMENT
MDT attempts to provide accommodations for any known disability that may interfere with a person participating
in any service, program, or activity of the Department. Alternative accessible formats of this information will be
provided upon request. For further information, call 406/444.7693, TTY 800/335.7592, or Montana Relay at 711.
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Chapter 1: Background & Introduction
Brief History of the Corridor
Stretching from Chicago to the ports on the Pacific Northwest coast, the Great Northern Corridor (GNC)
represents a primary east-west artery of commerce that supports the economic vitality of more than 38 million
Americans across eight states bordering the United States’ premier trading partner, Canada. The Corridor supports
thousands of manufacturers, ranchers, farmers, miners, loggers, saw mills, and energy companies that rely on the
multimodal transport options provided by the Corridor for their access to regional, national and world markets.
In 1889, railroad magnate James J. Hill, the “Empire Builder,” created the Great Northern Railway Company
from several predecessor railroads. By 1893, the Great Northern Railway extended from the Great Lakes to the
Pacific Ocean, opening vast unsettled northern territories to settlers and businessmen with entrepreneurial dreams.
In 1896, the Great Northern became the first U.S. railroad to serve access to the Orient when Mr. Hill negotiated
an innovative agreement with Nippon Yushen Kaisa, a Japanese steamship line to serve Seattle. The agreement
provided end-to-end freight rates covering rail and ocean transport across the entire route between the Midwest
and the Orient.
The Great Northern Railway was unique in American history, as it is the only transcontinental railroad built
without any federal funding or federal land grants. Since its conception in 1889, the Great Northern has
continually evolved; the original eastern end of the line was extended from St. Paul to Chicago; branch lines were
constructed to support frontier settlement; and tunnels through mountain passes were constructed to reduce
mountain grades. Between 1920 and 1930, the Great Northern Railway Company invested approximately $160
million in its facilities (the equivalent of over $2 billion in current day funds). The Empire Builder, the premier
transcontinental passenger train of its time, began operations between Chicago and the Pacific Coast in 1929.
Today, the Great Northern rail line is operated by BNSF Railway, which has continued the entrepreneurial spirit
initiated by James J. Hill over 100 years ago, striving to maintain solid economic principles and performance. In
early 2014, BNSF announced an approximately $1 billion capital spending program to expand rail capacity and
maintain network infrastructure on the Corridor.
While Mr. Hill’s railroad line led the way, transcontinental highways such as U.S. Highway 2 (originally the
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway), which paralleled the Great Northern Railway, soon followed
westward expansion. Later, Interstates 90 and 94 were completed as the northernmost east-west Interstate
Highways. Today, the GNC represents a vast network of rail lines and highways connecting deepwater Pacific
Ports, Great Lakes Ports, inland ports and inland river systems. The Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, and
Threats (SWOT) Analysis of the GNC is being conducted as a multimodal corridor study. While it can be
challenging to define a multimodal corridor by specific geographic boundaries, this study aims to use counties
falling within 20 miles of the Great Northern Corridor as an initial coverage area.
Exhibit 1 shows the GNC consisting of railroad and highway networks connecting ports, rail terminals, and
counties on the Corridor.
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Exhibit 1: Great Northern Corridor Overview
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Genesis of the GNC Coalition
While stakeholders across the corridor wrestled with freight mobility within their borders, the spark that ignited
the formation of the GNC Coalition was a request for less constrained snowsheds from Shelby, Montana Mayor,
Mr. Larry Bonderud. In 2011, acting on behalf of the Port of Northern Montana and the Port of Vancouver USA,
Mr. Bonderud (also the executive director of the Port of Northern Montana) made a request to BNSF Railway to
reconstruct a series of snowsheds along the GNC as it winds through Glacier Park, Montana. Snowsheds are
roofed structures constructed to protect tracks and passing trains in avalanche prone areas; the BNSF rail line
passes under eleven snowsheds in the Rocky Mountains and several of these structures are nearly a century old.
Due to the height and width limitations of several snowsheds near Glacier Park, the western side of the GNC
cannot accommodate large dimensional shipments.
For example, in 2008, NaturEner USA began constructing the Glacier Wind Farm, a 210 megawatt wind power
generating plant near Shelby, Montana. Constructing such a large wind generating facility required many large
components to be shipped, including turbine blades, power units and towers. Components that might otherwise
move east to Shelby by rail from PNW ports were constrained by snowshed dimensions. As a result, most
components had to move by more expensive truck transport on highway corridors. This problem prompted the
initial request for reconstruction of the constraining snowsheds from the Port of Northern Montana. At the time,
BNSF could not identify an immediate business case for spending millions on project-specific freight movements.
However, BNSF believed that Mr. Bonderud’s need for expanded snowshed capacity in the GNC Corridor might
also reflect a need shared by others on the Corridor.
Under the auspices of identifying common needs among users on the GNC, BNSF set about contacting public
agencies and ports on the Corridor to form a coalition. Concurrently, a Federal Register notice was issued
October 2011 for grants being made available through the Multistate Corridor Operations and Management
(MCOM) Program, inviting eligible groups to apply for funds in order “to promote regional cooperation,
planning, and shared project implementation for research programs and projects to improve multimodal
transportation system management and operations.” With the assistance of the Port of Montana’s Governmental
Relation firm Melissa Lewis and Associates, the Port of Northern Montana was able to convince then Montana
Governor Brian Schweitzer and the Montana Department of Transportation (MDT) to accept the role as lead
applicant.
The coalition efforts by BNSF Railway, the identified snowshed need by Mr. Bonderud and MCOM application
development and support by Melissa Lewis and Associates and MDT culminated as the GNC Coalition submitted
an MCOM grant application on January 3, 2012. The grant to conduct the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
and Threats Analysis of the GNC was awarded in August of 2012.
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Chapter 2: A TRANSCONOMY Profile of the GNC
Several years ago, Larry “Butch” Brown, former President of the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), coined the term “transconomy” to convey the essential relationship between
a strong economy and good transportation. The GNC is a transportation corridor that spans a rich demography
stretching over half the United States; supporting highly productive agriculture fields and rich energy fields, it
connects the global trade gateways of the Pacific Northwest to the nation’s industrial and agricultural heartland.

A Description of the GNC: Demographics and Geography
As a major corridor across the northern United States, the GNC’s impacts extend far beyond the areas on or
immediately adjacent to the Corridor. Exhibit 2 lists states on the GNC and displays population, personal income
and economic output. Illinois leads GNC states in all three categories (Illinois ranks 5th nationally in all three
categories as well). The least populous state is North Dakota, with under a million citizens; however, North
Dakota is the fastest growing state in the nation going back several years. Demographics and economic diversity
are strengths that contribute to the multimodal needs of industries that ship and receive goods on the GNC.

Population
(USCB)
Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
North Dakota
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Illinois
GNC Totals

6,971,406
3,930,065
1,612,136
1,015,165
723,393
5,420,380
5,742,713
12,882,135
38,297,393

Exhibit 2: GNC State Demographics
U.S.
Personal Income
U.S.
(Total, in Millions)
Rank
Rank
(USDC 2013)

13th
27th
39th
44th
48th
21st
20th
5th

$327,871
$158,117
$57,041
$39,794
$41,294
$259,397
$247,790
$602,627
1,733,931

14th
29th
41th
47th
46th
16th
19th
5th

State’s GDP
(USDC 2012)
$375.7 billion
$198.7 billion
$58.2 billion
$40.4 billion
$46.0 billion
$294.7 billion
$261.5 billion
$695.2 billion
$1.97 trillion

U.S.
Rank
14th
25th
42nd
48th
46th
17th
21st
5th

While most rural areas in the United States are losing population to urban migration and Sun Belt climates, some
rural areas on the GNC are defying national trends. The fastest growing counties between 2010 and 2013 include
counties located in the Bakken region of northwestern North Dakota and eastern Montana. The Bakken oil boom
has resulted in rapid growth; Williams County and the City of Williston, North Dakota, grew more than 32
percent from 2010-2013. In terms of total population, the GNC represents about 38 million people (within 100
miles of the Corridor), making up about 11 percent of the total U.S. population. “Mega-regions” bookend the
Corridor with the Cascadia region in the Northwest made up of Seattle, Vancouver, Tacoma, and Portland. On the
eastern end of the GNC, the Great Lakes Mega-region includes Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, and much of
the Ohio Valley. In between the Cascadia and the Great Lake Lakes regions, the GNC is largely rural.
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Cities and Economic Centers
The GNC links many urban centers that drive innovation and productivity on the Corridor. Exhibit 3 lists the
largest Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) on the Corridor and their economic characteristics. Of the
approximately 38 million people along the GNC, about two-thirds live in cities of 100,000 or more.
Exhibit 3: Top GNC Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) Ranked by GDP (USDC, Regional Data)
Population
GDP
U.S.
Metropolitan Area
State
(2013 Est.)
(billions)
Rank
IL
9,537,289
$590,248
3
1. Chicago-Joliet-Naperville
WA
3,610,105
$284,967
11
2. Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue
3,459,146
$227,793
13
3. Minneapolis-Saint Paul-Bloomington MN
OR
2,314,554
$163,692
20
4. Portland-Vancouver-Hillsboro
WA
535,724
$21,353
108
5. Spokane-Spokane Valley
ND/MN
223,490
$14,512
146
6. Fargo-Moorhead
MN/WI
279,887
$11,450
175
7. Duluth-Superior
WA
271,124
$11,711
177
8. Kennewick-Richland
WA
206,353
$10,119
192
9. Bellingham
WA
262,388
$9,769
195
10. Olympia-Turnwater
WA
247,044
$8,596
204
11. Yakima
MN
191,306
$9,014
210
12. St. Cloud
WI/MN
135,512
$6,488
250
13. La Crosse-Onalaska
WA
118,837
$5,413
286
14. Mount Vernon-Anacortes
IA
95,697
$4,932
307
15. Dubuque
ND/MN
100,748
$4,795
310
16. Grand Forks-East Grand Forks
ID
144,265
$4,493
325
17. Coeur d’Alene
WA
113,438
$4,271
332
18. Wenatchee
WA
101,860
$3,533
356
19. Longview-Kelso
MT
59,351
$3,194
366
20. Great Falls
Total
22,088,118 $1,400,343
The eastern end of the GNC is anchored by Chicago, the nation’s third largest city; in addition to a massive,
diverse economy Chicago is also the transportation and distribution hub of the Central U.S. Six of nation’s seven
Class 1 railroads meet in Chicago. Chicago airports also handle in excess of $100 billion in foreign trade
annually (BTS). Chicago is an important financial center and has long been a center of diverse manufacturing;
from primary metals to medicines, chemicals, electronics and food. Moving west along the corridor, MinneapolisSt. Paul is another large, diverse economy of the Great Lake Mega-region, with a variety of strong manufacturing
and service industries. Minneapolis-St. Paul hosts leaders in food manufacturing, health and life sciences,
advanced manufacturing and financial services. On the route from Chicago to Minneapolis, smaller metro areas
like La Crosse, Dubuque, Rochester, and St. Cloud generally have strong manufacturing, publishing, and animal
production industries. Duluth-Superior, with the largest port by tonnage on the Great Lakes and abundant iron ore
resources, is a national and international supplier of iron ore for multiple primary metal manufacturing processes.
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Two metro areas straddling the Minnesota-North Dakota border, Fargo-Moorhead and Grand Forks-East Grand
Forks (GF-EGF) MSAs, have large employment in the manufacturing and transportation industries, as well as
crop production, whose surrounding communities are known for their production of wheat, sugar beets, and more.
As the Corridor passes through North Dakota and Montana, the mix of industries become more agricultural and
energy based. North Dakota ranks 1st in spring wheat and 2nd in total wheat in the U.S., and top ten in corn and
soybeans. Montana is 2nd in the country in spring wheat, 4th in winter wheat, 3rd in total wheat, and 2nd in barley.
In 2013, both Montana and North Dakota ranked in the top ten for beef cattle production.
Continuing west on the corridor, the agriculture industries of eastern Montana merge into traditional natural
resource industries of Western Montana and Northern Idaho related to forest products and mining. Coeur d’Alene
situated in the narrow Idaho panhandle between Montana and Washington is a popular tourist destination in the
heart of Idaho’s natural resource economy. Forest products contribute $4.2 billion annually to the Idaho economy
(University of Idaho). The Coeur d’Alene mining district is considered one of the lead-zinc-silver producing
areas of the world. As the corridor enters the Spokane Valley in eastern Washington the industry mix becomes
more diverse. Manufacturing of finished wood products, metal fabrication and food processing all take advantage
of local raw materials from the timber, mining and agriculture industries.
Further east the Columbia Basin of Central Washington leads the nation in apple and potato production and is also
well known for other fruits, crops and wine. Metro areas of Kennewick-Pasco-Richland, Wenatchee and Yakima
in central Washington host a mix of manufacturing, retail and transportation related industries, many tied to the
regions agriculture.
The western end of the Corridor touches six metro areas, including Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue. These include
Longview, Mount Vernon-Anacortes, Olympia-Tumwater, and Bellingham, Washington, as well as PortlandVancouver-Hillsboro, which straddles the border of Washington and Oregon. The Seattle metro area is well
known for its aerospace industry thanks to Boeing Company. However the Seattle Area economy is diversified
with strong industry clusters in clean technology, information technology, maritime industries, fashion apparel,
business and financial services, and global trade and investment. Export trade has a significant influence on the
urban economies of the Cascadia region. A report by the Brookings Institute found that in 2010 Greater
Portland’s exports supported over 142,000 jobs and accounted for over 18 percent of the metropolitan area
economy. The impacts of exports were only slightly less for the Seattle Area. The computer and electronics
industry accounted for fifty-seven percent of Greater Portland’s export value (Brookings Institute).
It is also important to note that while physically an east/west corridor, the GNC also facilitates north/south trade
and provides an important trade linkage to major Canadian cities like Vancouver, Calgary, Regina, Winnipeg and
Thunder Bay. (The corridor’s role in facilitating trade with Canada is discussed in Chapter 2).

Tribal Lands
Currently 104 tribal lands lie within 100 miles of the Great Northern Corridor. The largest by land area are the
Fort Peck Indian Reservation (Montana), the Blackfeet Indian Reservation (Montana), and the Yakama Nation
Reservation (Washington). Exhibit 4 shows tribal land locations across the GNC. A complete directory of GNC
Tribal Lands is included in the appendices of Tech Memo 1.
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Exhibit 4: GNC Tribal Lands

A Description of the GNC: Modal Assets and Infrastructure
The trucking, railroad, and maritime industries are all critical components of the GNC and surrounding freight
network. This section provides a basic overview of the key freight infrastructure for each modal component of the
broader system. Tech Memo 1 provides additional details and also discusses modal operations and explains
fundamental terms used by the freight industry when describing their operations.

GNC Rail Assets
While BNSF Railway serves as the backbone of the GNC, the rail network intersects and interchanges with other
Class I railroads and multiple short line railroads. The rail network serving the Corridor is an expansive system
that reaches Canada, the Pacific Coast, the East Coast, and the Gulf of Mexico. The Corridor includes 3,331
BNSF Railway route miles traversing eight states providing consumers, manufacturers, industries, and farmers
with critical access to the nation’s vast rail network, vital multimodal connections, and the global marketplace.
Other Class I railroads intersecting the GNC include the Union Pacific (UP), Canadian Pacific (CP), and
Canadian National (CN). The Corridor also provides access to eastern Class I railroads in Chicago.
In addition to Class I railroads, several smaller railroads operate on the Corridor. Class III railroads, or “short
lines,” are the smallest railroads by operating revenue. They are defined by federal regulations as railroads with
annual operating revenues of less than $20 million (in 1991 dollars), including all switching and terminal railroads
(49 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1201.1-1). Roughly 600 short line railroads are operating in the
United States. Short line railroads serve as economic engines in many communities, providing the vital
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transportation link to the regional, national, and global economies; often they act as collection and distribution
networks for Class I railroads. Services on short lines may range from “as needed” or “seasonal” up to a few
trains per day. Class II railroads, or regional railroads, are somewhat larger, having annual operating revenues
below $250 million but over $20 million (in 1991 dollars). Class I railroads, like BNSF, have annual operating
revenues in excess of $250 million (1991 dollars). Approximately 38 regional and short line railroads operate in
the GNC. Exhibit 5 Lists Class I, Class II, and Class III railroads on the GNC by state. Tech Memo 1 provides
additional details about the GNC rail network, including descriptions of Class II and Class III railroads on the
Corridor.
Exhibit 5: Great Northern Corridor Rail Network and Rail Connections

Idaho

Montana Rail Link, Pend Oreille Valley Railroad

Class I
Railroads
BNSF, UP

Illinois

Riverport Railroad, Illinois Railway

BNSF, UP

Minnesota

Northern Lines Railway, Minnesota Commercial Railway, Twin Cities &
Western Railroad, Otter Tail Valley Railroad
Montana Rail Link, Central Montana Rail, Mission Mountain Railroad,
Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway
Dakota, Missouri Valley and Western, Red River Valley & Western
Railroad
Portland and Western Railroad, Mt. Hood Railroad, Port of Tillamook Bay
Railroad, Albany & Eastern Railroad, Central Oregon and Pacific
Railroad, Coos Bay Rail Link, Peninsula Terminal Railroad
Puget Sound and Pacific Railroad, Columbia Basin Railroad, Kettle Falls
International Railway, Tacoma Rail, Central Washington Railroad,
Cascade and Columbia River Railroad, Palouse River & Coulee City
Railroad, Yakima Central Railroad, Portland Vancouver Junction Railroad,
Ballard Terminal Railroad, Meeker Southern Railroad, East Side Freight
Line, Columbia & Cowlitz Railroad, Longview Switching Company,
Eastern Washington Gateway Railroad, Mount Vernon Terminal Railway
Wisconsin & Southern Railroad

BNSF, CN, CP,
UP
BNSF

State

Montana
North
Dakota
Oregon

Washington

Wisconsin

Short Line Railroads (Class II and III)

BNSF, CP
BNSF, UP

BNSF, UP

BNSF, CN, CP

A map overview of the GNC rail system is shown in Exhibit 6 on the following page.
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Exhibit 6: Great Northern Corridor Rail Connectivity
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BNSF Corridor Operations
BNSF Railway is the principal railroad operating on the Corridor and has one of the largest rail networks in North
America. BNSF owns approximately 23,000 miles of track and additionally operates over approximately 9,000
miles of trackage rights on lines owned by other railroads throughout 28 states and two Canadian provinces.
Through connections with railroads operating east of the Mississippi River, in Canada, and in Mexico, industries
located on the Corridor can ship products to or receive products from any market in North America. Its
connection to 40-plus ports links the GNC to economic centers throughout the world.

GNC Rail Network Density and Train Counts
BNSF operates an average of 1,600 trains per day system-wide. One common measure of freight rail density is
“gross tons per mile” or “million gross tons per mile,” which translates to the movement of one ton (or million
tons) of freight a distance of one mile, including the train weight of goods, cars, and locomotives. The density is
converted to a scale of 1-7. Exhibit 7 depicts density along the GNC based on 2010 tonnage statistics. While the
hauling patterns have changed since 2010, this figure provides a snapshot of densities before much of the influx of
oil traffic originating in North Dakota. Near urban areas, such as Spokane and the Twin Cities, rail density is at its
highest (orange and red in the exhibit below).
Exhibit 7: GNC Rail Density (2010 Density Code, FRA)

A more recent perspective of average train counts per day was drawn from 2013 BNSF operating statistics. The
following data provided by sub-region on the GNC includes both freight and passenger train counts. It is
important to note that these are average daily figures, and any given day could see a wide fluctuation from the
average in either direction.
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Washington and Idaho
Particularly high levels of traffic are seen in the areas of Spokane (53 trains per day), Vancouver, Washington
(69), and Tacoma (61). These averages are the highest on the Corridor, save for the Chicago area, and include as
many as 23 passenger trains between Seattle and Tacoma, four in Spokane, and 10 in Vancouver. The border
crossing at New Westminster also posts 13 trains per day, including four passenger trains.
West/Central Montana
The GNC mainline is fairly consistent, with an average of 24-27 trains per day, which includes two Amtrak
passenger trains. While counts are not provided, it is important to recognize the Montana Rail Link (MRL)
connection at Newport, Idaho contributes to increased traffic north of Spokane, Washington. It is also important
to note that an average of three trains per day interchange with Canadian Pacific via Sweetgrass.
Eastern Montana and Western North Dakota
GNC Corridor traffic varies from 24-26 trains per day on the west end to 33 trains per day on the east end; both
include two passenger trains. It is also important to note that the Dickinson Subdivision, a parallel line south of
the Corridor, posts an average of 18 trains per day. In addition, the Devils Lake Subdivision contributes five-tosix trains per day, which includes two passenger trains.
Eastern North Dakota and Western Minnesota
The Saint Paul area is an area of high interchanges with handling carriers and posts a high number of trains in the
metro area at 45-52 trains per day, which includes as many as 12 passenger trains. The Brainerd Subdivision,
connecting the GNC to the Port of Duluth-Superior, posts six trains per day. Between 43 and 48 trains per day,
including two passenger trains, are on the Staples Subdivision connecting Minnesota to North Dakota.
Wisconsin and Chicago
The GNC connection between the Twin Cities and Chicago parallels the Mississippi River along the western edge
of Wisconsin and averages 44-45 trains per day on the Aurora subdivision. This section of the Corridor also posts
the highest volumes of trains per day as it enters Chicago, with an average of 120, with some areas hosting as
many as 89 passenger trains per day.

BNSF Services
BNSF offers several services for specialized goods movement. One of the most important of these is the BNSF
Intermodal Network. Exhibit 8 highlights the intermodal network, of which the GNC constitutes the northern tier.
The Automotive Service Network is also an integral part of the GNC. Automobile manufacturing and assembly
has experienced resurgence in the United States in the past several years. Much of that development has occurred
in traditionally Midwest, though other areas in North America have seen growth as well. Aside from the import
and export capabilities of PNW ports, several automotive ramp facilities exist throughout the Corridor located
near assembly plants in and around Chicago, as shown in Exhibit 9. (Note: CH = Chrysler, FO = Ford, GM =
General Motors, MI = Mitsubishi, SU = Subaru, TO = Toyota)
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Exhibit 8: BNSF Intermodal Routes and Locations (BNSF Intermodal Facility Map)
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Exhibit 9: GNC Automotive Ramps and Assembly Plants (BNSF Automotive Facility Map)
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Border Crossings
The GNC is home to more than 58 total U.S.-Canada Border Crossing locations, 51 of which handle truck
crossings. Exhibit 10 displays each crossing by annual truck volume, 2011. Exhibit 11 shows an overview by
location of truck and rail border crossings on the GNC.
Exhibit 10: Top 10 Border Crossings, by Truck and Train
Truck Border Crossings
Rail Border Crossings
Port Name
State
Trucks
Port Name
State
338,570
International Falls
MN
Blaine-Pacific Highway WA
ND
208,509
Warroad
MN
Pembina
WA
138,319
Blaine-Pacific Highway
WA
Sumas
MT
129,150
Portal
ND
Sweetgrass
ND
82,019
Pembina
ND
Portal
ID
55,055
Eastport
ID
Eastport
WA
45,206
Baudette
MN
Lynden
WA
29,854
Sweetgrass
MT
Oroville
ND
26,472
Boundary
WA
Dunseith
MN
21,680
Sumas
WA
International Falls

Trains
3,672
2,359
2,175
1,676
1,372
1,233
1,070
380
256
198

Exhibit 11: Overview of GNC Rail and Truck Border Crossing Locations
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BNSF Mainline Clearance Limitations
All large dimensional cargo shipments must be reviewed and approved in advance by BNSF. Large dimensional
cargo shipments referred to as oversized or overweight include cargo requiring the following:






Height more than 17 feet above top of rail
Width more than 11 feet at any point
Greater than 286,000 lbs. on a 4-axle car
Greater than 480,000 lbs. on an 8-axle car
12-axle or greater cars, as they may require additional clearance and typically need empty buffer cars for
weight distribution

Large dimensional cargo may present operational challenges because, in some situations and locations, oversized
cargo cannot pass other trains due to close track centers. Also, large dimensional cargo needs to move at slower
speeds and may need to be monitored during shipment. The GNC also has sixteen snowsheds to protect trains in
avalanche prone areas. Some of the existing snowsheds were constructed nearly a century ago and present height
and width limitations that cannot accommodate larger dimensional shipments such as some wind turbine
components.
Due to limited vertical clearance, the Stampede Pass Tunnel cannot accommodate double stack containers.
Additionally, the Stampede Pass Tunnel, the Cascade Tunnel, and the Flathead Tunnel cannot accommodate some
larger dimensional shipments due to proximate rock faces. Exhibit 12 displays general vertical clearances on the
GNC; a detailed network of track clearance for wind energy components (among the largest commodities shipped
by rail) is available in the appendices of Tech Memo 1.
Exhibit 12: GNC Vertical Clearance Limits
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Signal Systems
Current signal systems on the GNC include Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) and Automatic Block System
(ABS). Signal systems, along with operating authority, govern movement over the network. About 66 percent of
the mileage on the Corridor is CTC, with 22 percent ABS, and 14 percent non-signalized (dark territory). Exhibit
13 displays signalization throughout the Corridor.
Exhibit 13: GNC Rail Signal Systems

Passing Sidings
Passing sidings or “sidings” provide increased efficiency on single track segments of the network, as they afford
the ability for trains to move off the mainline for opposing or passing trains. The GNC includes more than 150
sidings throughout the 3,300 Corridor miles. The siding lengths range from 2,000 feet to more than 13,000 feet in
length and are more numerous on the western subdivisions of the Corridor.
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GNC Rail Crossings
A highway-rail grade crossing, as defined by federal statute, is a “location where a public highway, road, street, or
private roadway, including associated sidewalks and pathways, crosses one or more railroad tracks at grade (49
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Section 234.5).” The Great Northern Corridor has over 6,000 total
highway-rail grade crossings Corridor-wide; this figure includes all crossings, public and private, at-grade and
separated. These crossings allow vehicular movement across the rail network but present a safety risk as well as
the potential for decreased efficiency. A variety of types of crossings with different safety measures and warning
systems are used to reduce the risks associated with these crossings.
The types of crossings considered most important to this study effort are the public at-grade crossings where
stakeholders can propose and implement changes that will improve Corridor safety and operational efficiency.
The GNC has over 2,300 public, at-grade highway-rail crossings where a public roadway intersects the railroad at
grade. Improving safety, as well as the mobility for cars and trucks, is critical at these intersections.
A methodology was created to assess all 2,322 crossings in the GNC at a system level. The information gathered
on GNC railroad crossings can be used as data inputs to the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) guidelines for
assessing and ranking potential crossing infrastructure projects. An important measure for at-grade crossing is the
‘exposure’ metric, which is the product of AADT (Annual Average Daily Traffic) on highways and the number of
trains traveling that section of rail per day. Exhibit 14 breaks down GNC at-grade crossings by state. A more
detailed discussion of crossing types is provided in Tech Memo 1. For the full grade crossing database and
description, refer to Appendix A of Tech Memo 1.

State
Warning Device
Type
Idaho
Illinois
Minnesota
Montana
North Dakota
Oregon
Washington
Wisconsin
GNC Total
% of GNC Total

Exhibit 14: GNC Public At-Grade Crossings, by State
Urban Crossings
Rural Crossings
Total
Total
Passive
Active
Passive
Active
Urban
Rural
25
21
46
4
1
5
13
27
40
8
75
83
33
81
114
105
139
244
0
3
3
132
96
228
19
30
49
473
167
640
14
15
29
1
0
1
178
223
401
102
237
339
16
27
43
11
46
57
298
427
725
836
761
1597
12.8%
18.4%
31.2%
36%
32.8%
68.8%

Totals
51
123
358
231
689
30
740
100
2,322
100%
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GNC Passenger Rail Services
The primary focus of the GNC study effort is on freight movements, but passenger and commuter rail services
operating in the GNC cannot be overlooked. Passenger services include portions of three Amtrak routes: 1)
Empire Builder, 2) Amtrak Cascades, and 3) Amtrak Coast Starlight. Commuter rail services include Metra
(Illinois), Northstar (Minnesota), Westside Express (Oregon), and Sounder (Washington). Each service is briefly
described in the following section.
Amtrak Empire Builder
The Amtrak Empire Builder consists of 2,205 route miles between Chicago and Seattle. Amtrak currently runs
one eastbound and one westbound train per day on the line. Forty-eight station stops exist along the route. Exhibit
15 provides an overview of the service, along with host railroad locations along the route.
Exhibit 15: Empire Builder Overview, with Host Railroads (Amtrak)

Amtrak Cascades
Amtrak Cascades connects 18 cities in the Pacific Northwest on a 466-mile route from Eugene, Oregon, to
Vancouver, B.C. Cascades operates three daily round trips between Portland and Seattle; one daily round trip
between Seattle and Vancouver, B.C., and one daily round trip between Portland and Vancouver, B.C. Cascades
also operates daily service between Eugene and Seattle via Portland. BNSF is the primary track owner in
Washington, meaning that much of the route travels on the GNC. This route is one of ten federally designated
high-speed rail corridors and has received nearly $800 million in federal funding to deliver rail improvements
necessary to improve speed and reliability for expanded passenger service.
Amtrak Coast Starlight
Amtrak Coast Starlight is a long distance train linking Los Angeles with Seattle via Oakland, Sacramento, and
Portland. The 1,300-mile route is the second most popular long-distance train in the Amtrak system. In Oregon,
the train stops in Klamath Falls, Chemult, Eugene, Albany, Salem, and Portland. Though much of the track is
owned by Union Pacific, BNSF owns a segment between Portland Union Station and the Washington state line
(Oregon State Rail Plan).
Exhibit 16 highlights both the Amtrak Cascades service and the Coast Starlight service.
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Exhibit 16: Amtrak Cascades Route (left) and Coast Starlight Route (right)

GNC Commuter Rail Services
Commuter rail services include Metra (Illinois), Northstar (Minnesota), Westside Express (Oregon), and Sounder
(Washington).
Illinois
Illinois has 11 commuter rail routes branded under the name Metra. Only one Metra commuter route runs on
GNC-BNSF track: the Metra BNSF Railway line. The BNSF Railway line is a 37.5-mile route from Aurora,
Illinois, to Union Station in Chicago, with 26 stations providing service each day of the week. On weekdays,
the BNSF Line runs 47 round trip trains; on Saturdays, 14 round trips; on Sundays and holidays, 9 round trips
(Illinois State Rail Plan).
Minnesota
Minnesota has one commuter rail line, the Northstar Commuter Rail, which runs northwest from Minneapolis to
Big Lake, Minnesota, on BNSF trackage. The route is 40 miles long and brings commuters from the St. Cloud
region to downtown Minneapolis, providing an alternative to congested highways I-94 and U.S.-10. Northstar
began operations in 2009 and connects with the Blue Line light rail at Target Field in Minneapolis (Northstar).
Oregon
The Westside Express Service (WES) is Oregon’s only commuter rail service, operating on a 14.7-mile route
serving five stations. WES runs only on weekdays and consists of eight round trips for each morning and evening
commute (16 trips per day total). WES is operated by the Portland and Western Railroad through a purchase of
service agreement; Portland & Western is a short line railroad considered to be part of the GNC. WES began
providing service in 2009 and has direct connections to the Red and Blue Lines of Portland’s MAX light rail
service (Oregon State Rail Plan).
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Washington
Washington has one commuter rail line, Sounder, operated by Sound Transit. The 70-mile Sounder route offers
commuter rail service between Tacoma and downtown Seattle, with stops in Puyallup, Sumner, Auburn, Kent,
and Tukwila, and between Everett and downtown Seattle, with stops in Edmonds. It shares BNSF railroad tracks
with freight trains and Amtrak. Stations at Mukilteo, South Tacoma, and Lakewood will be added to Sounder in
the future. Service is currently only provided during the weekday morning and evening commute hours
(Passenger Rail page).
Exhibit 17 summarizes commuter rail services by state in the GNC.

Illinois
Minnesota

Exhibit 17: State-Specific Commuter Rail Service on GNC Trackage
Passenger Rail
Passenger Rail
Routes Served
Lines
Route Miles
1(Metra BNSF)
37.5
Metra BNSF Railway: Aurora to Chicago
1 (Northstar)
40
Northstar: Minneapolis to Big Lake

Oregon
Washington
Total

1 (Westside Express)
1 (Sounder)
4

State

14.7
70
162.2

WES: Wilsonville to Beaverton
Sounder: Tacoma to Seattle; Everett to Seattle

GNC Port Assets and Services
Ports are cornerstones of the GNC, providing gateway connections to international markets and production
centers. The Corridor directly serves most of the Pacific Northwest ports, including the ports of Everett, Grays
Harbor, Longview, Pasco, Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, and Vancouver (USA). Great Lakes ports served include
Duluth/Superior and Chicago. Inland ports include the ports of Quincy and Northern Montana. The GNC ports are
well positioned for international trade trends given that three of the five deepwater gateways on the western
seaboard are part of/accessible to the Corridor (Portland, Seattle, and Vancouver, Canada). Exhibit 18 identifies
GNC port infrastructure in map format, and Exhibit 19 provides a tabular list of rail services available at rail
served ports on the Corridor. Additional information about GNC ports (coastal, inland, and Great Lakes),
including profiles for GNC port members, is presented in Tech Memo 1.
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Exhibit 18: GNC Waterway and Inland Port Facilities

Exhibit 19: Rail-Served Ports on the Corridor
Facility
Type
Seaport

Tacoma, WA

Port of Tacoma

Seaport

Seattle, WA

Port of Seattle

Seaport

Portland, OR

Port of Portland

Seaport
Seaport
Seaport
Seaport
Seaport
Seaport
Seaport
River Port
River Port
Lake Port
Inland Port

Vancouver, WA
Aberdeen, WA
Kalama, WA
Longview, WA
Olympia, WA
Everett, WA
Bellingham, WA
Bingen, WA
Pasco, WA
Duluth, MN /
Superior, WI
Shelby, MT

Inland Port

Quincy, WA

Port of Vancouver
Port of Grays Harbor
Port of Kalama
Port of Longview
Port of Olympia
Port of Everett
Port of Bellingham
Port of Klickitat
Port of Pasco
Port of Duluth Superior
Port of Northern
Montana
Port of Quincy

Location

Facility Name

Type of Freight Handled

Type of Train Service

Bulk, Breakbulk, Ro-Ro,
Intermodal
Bulk, Breakbulk, Ro-Ro,
Intermodal
Bulk, Breakbulk, Ro-Ro,
Intermodal
Bulk, Breakbulk, Ro-Ro
Bulk, Breakbulk, Ro-Ro
Bulk, Breakbulk
Bulk, Breakbulk
Bulk, Breakbulk
Bulk, Breakbulk
Bulk, Breakbulk
Bulk, Breakbulk
Bulk, Breakbulk, Intermodal
Bulk, Breakbulk

Unit, Manifest, Intermodal,
Auto
Unit, Manifest, Intermodal,
Auto
Unit, Manifest, Intermodal,
Auto
Unit, Manifest, Auto
Unit, Manifest, Auto
Manifest
Unit, Manifest
Manifest
Manifest
Manifest
Manifest
Manifest
Unit, Manifest

Bulk, Breakbulk

Manifest

Bulk, Breakbulk, Intermodal

Unit, Manifest
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GNC Highway Assets
Due to its door-to-door service capabilities, trucking is typically viewed as the most versatile of the freight modes
and is often the first and last link for shipments moving via rail or water through a supply chain. Due to its breadth
and versatility, the trucking industry is defined by many different segments through the equipment, networks, and
labor practices used in different trucking segments. While trucking companies compete with railroads, rail and
trucking services are increasingly becoming integrated. Many trucking companies and parcel service providers are
using intermodal rail transportation for the intercity segments of shipments, replacing the long-haul truck
movements (Evaluation).
Key Roadways
As part of the National Highway System, several major cross-continental Interstate Highways and U.S. highways
parallel and intersect the Great Northern Corridor. Key highway connections serving the Corridor include
interstate system routes, interstate by-pass routes, and the U.S. highways listed in Exhibit 20.
Several key state highways also provide important connections to/from ports, terminals, or other freight activity
centers to the major routes that parallel the Great Northern Corridor. These are typically lower-volume, but highly
connective, and include the following:


Minnesota 169



Minnesota 212



Washington SR-8



Washington SR-167



Washington SR-432



Washington SR-433



Washington SR-509



Montana 200
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Exhibit 20: Interstate and U.S. Highways (FHWA)

Facility

Orientation

I-5

N/S linking WA, OR, and CA

I-15

N/S linking MT, ID, UT, AZ, NV, and CA

I-29

N/S linking ND, SD, IA, and MO

I-35
I-84

N/S linking MN, IA, MO, KS, OK, & TX
E/W two non-contiguous sections. The
western section links OR, ID, and UT.
E/W linking WA, ID, MT, WY, SD, MN,
WI, IL, IN, OH, PA, NY, and MA

I-90

I-94

E/W linking MT, ND, MN, WI, IL, IN,
and MI

I-405

N/S Seattle by-pass route

I-694

U.S.-26

E/W Minneapolis/
Saint Paul by-pass route
E/W two non-contiguous sections. The
western section links WA, ID, MT, ND,
MN, WI, and MI
E/W linking WA, ID, MT, ND, SD, MN,
WI, IL, IN, and MI
E/W running coast to coast from OR to
MA. The western section links OR, ID,
and MT.
E/W linking OR, ID, WY, and NE

U.S.-71

N/Slinking MN, IA, MO, AR, TX, and LA

U.S.-2

U.S.-12
U.S.-20

End Points
U.S.-Canadian Border (Blaine, WA) to U.S.-Mexico Border (San Diego,
CA)
U.S.-Canadian Border (Sweetgrass, MT) to the Jct. I-515 in Las Vegas,
NV
U.S.-Canadian Border (Pembina, ND) to the Jct. of I-35 and I-70 in
Kansas City, MO
Jct. with U.S.-61 in Duluth, MN, to U.S.-Mexican Border in Laredo, TX
The western portion of I-84 starts in Portland, OR, to the Jct. of I-80 in
Echo, UT. The eastern portion runs through PA, CT, NY, and MA.
Seattle, WA, to Boston, MA

The northern most E/W Interstate in the United States. The western
terminus is Billings MT, and the eastern terminus is the Blue Water
Bridge in Port Huron, MI
Jct. with I-5 and SR 525 in Lynwood to Jct. with I-5 and SR 518 near
Tukwila.
Jct. I-94 and I-494 in Maple Grove to Jct. I-94 and I-494 a Woodbury

Length
1,381.29 mi.
1,433.52 mi.
745.51 mi.
1,568.38 mi.
769.62 mi.
(western portion)
3,020.54 mi.
(Longest
Interstate in U.S.)
1,585.20 mi.

30.30 mi.
30.767 mi.

The western portion of U.S.-2 starts at the Jct. of SR-529 in Everett,
WA, to I-75 in St. Ignace, MI. The eastern portion runs through VT, NH,
and ME.
From Grays Harbor, WA, to Detroit MI

2,571 mi. (total
Western portion
is 2,112 mi.)
2,484 mi.

The western terminus is the Jct. of U.S. 101 in Newport OR.; the eastern
terminus is the Jct. of Route 2 in Boston, MA. The route has a break in
signage at Yellowstone National Park.
Western terminus is Jct. with U.S. 101 in Seaside, OR; eastern terminus
is Jct. of I-80 in Ogallala, NE.
Northern terminus is the U.S.-Canadian Border in International Falls,
MN; southern terminus is at Jct. U.S.-90 in Louisiana.

3,365 mi.
(Longest route in
United States)
1,485 mi.
1,532 mi.
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U.S.-83

N/S linking ND, SD, NE, KS, OK, and TX

U.S.-85
U.S.-95

N/S linking ND, SD, WY, CO, NM, and
TX
N/S linking ID, OR, NV, CA, and AZ

U.S.-97

N/S linking WA, OR, and CA

U.S.101
U.S.395

N/S linking WA, OR, and CA
N/S linking WA, OR, NV, and CA

Northern terminus is the U.S.-Canadian Border at Westhope, ND; the
southern terminus is the U.S.-Mexican Border in Brownsville, TX.
Northern terminus is U.S.-Canadian Border at Fortuna, ND; the southern
terminus is the U.S.-Mexican Border in El Paso, TX.
Northern terminus is the U.S.-Canadian Border at Eastport, ID; the
southern terminus is the U.S.-Mexican border in San Luis, AZ.
Northern terminus is the U.S.-Canadian border near Oroville, WA;
southern terminus is the town of Weed, CA.
Northern terminus is in Tumwater, WA; southern terminus is the East
Lost Angeles Interchange in Los Angeles, CA.
Northern terminus is the U.S.-Canadian border near Laurier, WA;
southern terminus is I-15 near Hesperia, CA.

1,894 mi.
1,479 mi.
1,574 mi.
663 mi.
1,540 mi.
1,305 mi.
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Highway Level-of-Service (LOS)
As part of the Corridor inventory assembled for Tech Memo1, key highway system components serving the Great
Northern Corridor were then divided into highway segments. Information was collected for each segment,
including the following:





Obtain average daily traffic (ADT) for the segment from statewide traffic count maps and databases.
Identify the number of travel lanes for the segment.
Calculate the volume-to-capacity ratio for the segment.
Determine the level-of-service rating of the segment.

The primary goal of the highway inventory was to evaluate the operating characteristics of key highways by
assigning a level-of-service. The term Level-of-Service (LOS) is defined as a qualitative measure used to relate the
quality of traffic service observed and experienced by the user. LOS is used to analyze highways by categorizing
traffic flow and assigning quality levels of traffic based on performance measures. The categories are described in
Exhibit 21.
Exhibit 21: Highway Level of Service (LOS) Definitions
LOS A: Free flow. Traffic flows at or above the posted speed limit, and motorists have complete mobility
between lanes.
LOS B: Reasonably free flow. LOS A speeds are maintained; maneuverability within the traffic stream is
slightly restricted.
LOS C: Stable flow, at or near free flow. Ability to maneuver through lanes is noticeably restricted, and
lane changes require more driver awareness.
LOS D: Approaching unstable flow. Speeds slightly decrease as traffic volume slightly increases.
Freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream is much more limited, and driver comfort levels decrease.
LOS E: Unstable flow, operating at capacity. Flow becomes irregular, and speed varies rapidly because
virtually no usable gaps are available to maneuver in the traffic stream, and speeds rarely reach the posted
limit.
LOS F: Forced or breakdown flow. Every vehicle moves in lockstep with the vehicle in front of it, with
frequent slowing required. Travel time cannot be predicted, with generally more demand than capacity. A
road in a constant traffic jam is at this LOS because LOS is an average or typical service rather than a
constant state.
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Deficient Highway Segments
Tech Memo 1 presents LOS for all major highway segments serving the GNC. For brevity, only those Corridor
segments considered congested (LOS E or F) are presented in Exhibit 22.

Route
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-90
I-90
I-90
I-90
I-94
I-94
I-94
I-94
I-94
I-405
I-405
I-694
I-694
U.S.-2

Exhibit 22: GNC Key Highway Corridors Operating Conditions
Start
End
From
To
ADT
Lanes
Capacity
Jct.
Jct.
Burlington
RT 20
Everett
U.S.-2
144,000 6+HOV 130,000
Everett
U.S.-2
Lynnwood
I-405
192,000 10
200,000
Seattle
I-90
Renton
I-405
228,000 8
240,000
Renton
I-405
Tacoma
RT 6
201,000 8
200,000
Bellevue
I-405
Snoqualmie
RT 18
145,000 8
160,000
Rockford
U.S.-20 Schaumburg
I-355
157,100 6
120,000
Schaumburg
I-355
O'Hare
I-294
170,300 8
160,000
O'Hare
I-294
Chicago
I-290
167,000 6
120,000
Saint Cloud
RT 75
Minneapolis
I-494
115,000 6
120,000
Minneapolis
I-694
Minneapolis
I-35W
181,000 8
160,000
Minneapolis
I-35W
Saint Paul
I-35E
155,000 8
160,000
E Saint Paul
I-494
Eau Claire
U.S.-93 74,900 4
80,000
W Milwaukee
RT 67
Milwaukee
I-894
134,000 6
120,000
Lynnwood
I-5
Bellevue
I-90
200,000 10
200,000
Bellevue
I-90
Renton
I-5
157,000 6+HOV 150,000
Minneapolis
I-94
Minneapolis
I-35W
150,000 8
160,000
Minneapolis
I-35W
Saint Paul
I-35E
114,000 6
120,000
Wenatchee
U.S.-97 Spokane
I-90
33,000 4
25,000

V/C*

LOS

1.11
0.96
0.95
1.01
0.91
1.31
1.06
1.39
0.96
1.13
0.97
0.94
1.12
1.00
1.05
0.94
0.95
1.32

F
E
E
F
E
F
F
F
E
F
E
E
F
F
F
E
E
F

*Notes: V/C = Volume to capacity ratio

Highway Freight Performance
Research completed at the national level provides an overview of interstate operating conditions for commercial
vehicles. Travel speeds on the Interstate Highway System were obtained from the American Transportation
Research Institute (ATRI) based on GPS data and are shown in Exhibit 23. The exhibit identifies average truck
speeds for June 2012 along the interstates. While the majority of the GNC-related highways appear to have
acceptable averages, it is important to note reduced travel speeds in or near urban areas of the Corridor,
particularly on the west and east termini.
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Average Truck Speed
Exhibit 23: Average Truck Speeds – 2012 – U.S. Interstate System

Costs Associated with Highway Congestion
Congestion on highways costs time and money that is reflected throughout the transportation sector and, in the
most extreme cases, affects the price of goods at the consumer level. ATRI publishes a report each year that
quantifies the cost of delay for trucking operations. In 2013, ATRI estimated that congestion costs to the trucking
industry totaled over $9.2 billion; the total delay in 2013 added up to 141 million hours, which equals more than
51,000 drivers sitting idle for a year (FHA).
Congestion is concentrated in urban areas, to which 89 percent of congestion costs are attributed over only 12
percent of interstate system mileage. For the GNC, since this analysis is done on the interstate system, the I-94
and I-5 corridors are the most important to examine. As Exhibit 24 shows, the counties that are intersected by
those two interstate highways are the only counties in the GNC that are included in the analysis. The metropolitan
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areas contributing the greatest congestion costs to the GNC are as follows (listed as total congestion cost per
interstate mile for 2013):



Seattle: $600,812
Portland: $523,153




Chicago: $374,006
Minneapolis-Saint Paul: $306,074

Exhibit 24: Cost of Congestion (per mile) by County, 2013 (ATRI)

Since many of the interstate highway miles between these metropolitan areas are rural, congestion is less of an
issue. However, in areas of rapid development like Minot and Williston, North Dakota, congestion is becoming
increasingly important, as the non-interstate highways in those areas were not built to accommodate current and
forecasted traffic levels. Further, a substantial portion of the traffic increase is due to larger trucks moving
equipment and goods, which consume more space and capacity, and can negatively impact traffic safety. For a
complete picture of congestion costs in the GNC, see Exhibit 25 which details the total, per-mile, and percent
change cost of congestion for each GNC state. The cost of congestion is increasing in every GNC state except for
Oregon, which saw a 3.4 percent decrease in the cost of congestion from 2012. Conversely, the cost of congestion
in North Dakota increased over 40 percent since 2012, demonstrating the connection between rapid development
and traffic impacts.
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State
Idaho
Illinois
Minnesota
Montana
North Dakota
Oregon
Washington
Wisconsin

Exhibit 25: GNC States' Cost of Congestion, 2013 (ATRI)
2013 Cost
2012 Cost
2013-12
2013-12
Difference
Percent Change
$7,684,283
$6,974,196
$710,087
10.2%
$498,022,538
$448,467,735
$49,554,804
11.0%
$204,485,605
$190,999,946
$13,485,660
7.1%
$13,371,783
$12,262,161
$1,109,623
9.0%
$8,701,161
$6,205,481
$2,495,680
40.2%
$149,227,189
$154,461,766
-$5,234,577
-3.4%
$250,106,949
$236,967,998
$13,138,951
5.5%
$81,123,002
$70,765,052
$10,357,951
14.6%

2013 Cost per
Interstate Mile
$6,264
$112,735
$108,905
$5,596
$7,328
$101,862
$163,612
$53,441

Terminals and Multimodal Customer Facilities
Unlike trucks, which have extensive flexibility to reach customers, access to rail transport is constrained by the
reach of the rail network. While many rail-dependent industries locate alongside or near rail lines, others opt not
to for many reasons. To reach these customers, networks of terminals and transfer facilities have developed. The
rail customer can have its product trucked to a terminal, consolidated into rail car size shipments, and loaded into
rail cars allowing the favorable economics of rail transportation. Terminals and facilities identified for the
Corridor focus specifically on infrastructure enabling modes such as trucking and water to connect with the
Corridor rail infrastructure. In most cases, these facilities are operated either by the railroad or an independent
company.
Generally, the facilities selected for inclusion in the study are those that are either physically on the Corridor or
located on short line railroads that interchange only with the Corridor. In several cases, facilities were selected
that are not physically on the Corridor but that facilitate transportation along the Corridor. For example, the BNSF
Logistics Park Chicago is not on a Corridor-identified rail line, but this terminal is one of two Chicago area BNSF
intermodal ramps where intermodal trains are assembled for the Corridor. Exhibit 26 displays the 262 Corridor
terminal facilities by type and by state.
Exhibit 26: Corridor Terminal Facilities by State (BNSF)
Type of Facility
ID
IL MN MT ND OR WA
1
1
8
31
61
1
29
Grain Elevator
4
1
2
4
27
Transload
1
7
4
3
12
Team Tracks
3
8
2
5
Rail-Served Industrial Park
10
Oil Loading - Williston Basin/Bakken
1
9
Seaport
2
1
1
3
Intermodal Terminal
2
1
4
Oil Unloading – Existing
1
2
1
2
Truck/Rail Auto Ramp
3
Oil Unloading - Under Development
1
1
1
1
Specialty Multimodal
2
River Port
1
Lake Port (located in both WI & MN)
Grand Total
1
14
26
37
77
9
97

WI
Grand Total
1
133
38
27
15
10
10
7
7
6
3
3
2
1
1
262
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The GNC: A Corridor for Future Growth
The GNC represents a spectrum of rural and urban economies that depend on the multimodal transportation assets
of the Corridor to support vital communities and robust economic activity. During the past decade, record
agricultural output, new energy resources, and resurgent manufacturing have been seen in the Corridor. While
record levels of commodity movements have tested the capacity of some modal assets, the GNC Coalition is
actively planning for investments needed to support a bright future. The GNC is a prime example of what the
team TRANSCONOMY is intended to convey: A thriving economy that depends on efficient and effective freight
transportation.

A Description of the GNC: Industries and Economy
The building blocks of any economy are indigenous industries. In general, industries can be characterized by
whether they provide a service or produce a good. Service industries, such as software design, accounting, or
telecommunications, typically are not consumers of freight transportation (coal fired electricity generation is a
notable exception to the rule). Non-service industries, on the other hand, require products to be moved from
production locations to consumers. Industries such as manufacturing, energy production, and agriculture form the
basis of the non-service sector of the economy.
Gross state product (GSP) measures the size of the economy of a state. It represents the sum of economic activity
of a state. Exhibit 27 summarizes the GSP of each GNC state, segregating the size of each economy into nonservice and service sectors. The GNC represents 12.5 percent of the U.S. economy, while its population is 12.2
percent of the total U.S. population. The combined non-service sector GSP of the GNC states is 13.6 percent of
the national non-service sector GSP, indicating that the GNC has a greater concentration of transportation
dependent industries than the nation as a whole. The non-service sector accounts for almost 40 percent of the
GNC economy. By contrast, the non-service sector represents 36.5 percent of the total U.S. economy. All GNC
states except Washington have greater shares of non-service industries than the national economy. The largest
state economy is Illinois, followed by Washington, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, while Idaho, North Dakota, and
Montana represented the smallest economies in 2012. With the exception of North Dakota, the service industries
contributed most to the economies, making up 60 percent of the composite GNC economy.
Exhibit 27: 2012 State Profiles of the GNC Economy (Dollars in Millions)
Sector →
Non-Service Percent
Service
Percent
Total
State Share
$258,726
36.7%
$445,411
63.3%
$704,137
34.8%
Illinois
$139,808
35.8%
$251,110
64.2%
$390,918
19.3%
Washington
$117,235
39.3%
$181,038
60.7%
$298,273
14.7%
Minnesota
$111,987
41.2%
$160,099
58.8%
$272,086
13.4%
Wisconsin
$102,916
49.0%
$107,327
51.0%
$210,243
10.4%
Oregon
$24,708
42.4%
$33,522
57.6%
$58,230
2.9%
Idaho
$28,133
56.8%
$21,376
43.2%
$49,509
2.4%
North Dakota
$17,591
41.7%
$24,548
58.3%
$42,139
2.1%
Montana
$801,104
39.6%
$1,224,431
60.4% $2,025,535
12.5%
GNC Total
U.S. Total
$5,883,530 36.5% $10,257,624
63.5% $16,141,154
100.0%
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Exhibit 28 maps the growth in state economies between 2012 and 2013, providing another perspective on the
GNC economy. It shows the increasing importance of the GNC state economies. North Dakota led the nation in
year over year economic expansion; however, other GNC states are also among the leaders in economic growth.
Idaho, Montana, Minnesota, Washington, and Oregon were also among the faster growing states.
Exhibit 28: Change in State GSP, 2012-2013
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Composition of the GNC Non-Service Economy
Exhibit 29 describes the composition of the non-service economy of the GNC states in 2012 (Detailed sector data
are currently unavailable for 2013). Forty-one percent of the economy was manufacturing (production of either
durable or non-durable goods). Wholesale trade accounted for 17 percent of the economy, while retail trade
represented 14 percent. Rounding out the leading five economic sectors is construction with nine percent of the
GNC economy.
Exhibit 29: 2012 Profile of GNC Non-Service Economy

The GNC economy, however, is not homogeneous across the states. Composition and size of the states’
economies differ. Another way to examine the non-service economy is to examine the commodities consumed
and shipped by freight intensive industries along the GNC.
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Some Key Corridor Industries
The following section presents a brief analysis of several key industries on the Corridor and provides an overview
of how transportation elements of their supply chains work. Location quotient analysis was performed to identify
the top traded-cluster industries in each of the Corridor’s 19 metro areas. Supply chains for several of these
important industries are presented to depict the intermodal dependencies of these industries. To see the full
location quotient and supply chain analysis, refer to Tech Memo 2.

Agriculture (Grain and Food Products)
Agriculture is a significant contributor to the underlying economy of the GNC region. The commodity flow
analysis showed that Farm Products and Food and Kindred Products were significant tonnage movements on the
Corridor, while the export analysis showed that Agricultural Products and Food Manufacturers ranked fourth and
sixth, respectively, in terms of export value. Agriculture is also an industry within the United States that has
undergone significant change in the past several decades. For much of the twentieth century, farmers hauled their
grain from the field to a country elevator in single unit trucks. Because of the proliferation of elevators, the typical
field to elevator road haul was 25 miles or less. Grain collected at the local elevators was handled as a fungible
commodity – grain of one type was completely substitutable. The grain was loaded into covered hopper cars and
assembled into train sets of 50-75 cars. Beginning in the 1980s, as the railroads sold off unprofitable, light density
lines, short-line railroads took on the role of feeder services, collecting rail cars from the hinterland to be
interchanged to the Class I railroads.
In the early 1990s, Class I railroads introduced grain "shuttle trains" for bulk grain shipments, where train sets
typically consisting of 100 or more cars would be dedicated to loading grain at high-speed/high-volume elevator
facilities. Typically, a shuttle train elevator can load an entire unit train in 15 hours or less. The shuttle train
initiative significantly improved the velocity and reduced rates for grain moving from the Midwest by Class I
railroad to domestic and international markets. The barge industry has also invested in higher capacity/higher
velocity elevators. Class 1 railroads have also increased the gross weight of the typical grain hopper car from
236,000 lbs. to 286,000 lbs.
While bulk grains move more efficiently and at higher velocities than ever before, a second significant trend in
agriculture has also emerged: more and more food companies in both Europe and Asia are demanding certain
protocols in the production, processing, and distribution of foods intended for human consumption. One of the
most prominent among these protocols is the ability to trace the method of production and handling of grains from
the point of origin to the point of consumption. Whereas the traditional bulk grain transportation system treats
grain as a fungible commodity today, some buyers are demanding that grains be “identity preserved” (IP), which
means they can be traced to point of production and often are grown organically and include no genetically
modified organisms (GMO), i.e., genetically modified seeds. The IP grain delivery model is typically
accomplished using pallets or bags in international containers.
In addition to IP grains, many farmers today are also seeking other ways to capture more value near the origin of
crop production. As a result, many co-ops have funded ethanol plants, food processing plants, and other forms of
grain processing facilities that are located in or near traditional farming communities, and they are then shipping
out exports of valued-added production for both domestic and international consumption and use. As one
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example, today more than 95 percent of all U.S. gasoline contains a 10 percent blend of ethanol. Nearly all U.S.
ethanol production currently comes from corn feedstock. Currently, 90 percent of ethanol is transported by train
or truck, with the remaining 10 percent moving by barge or pipeline (ethanol attracts water and is corrosive, so
pipeline transport of ethanol has proven difficult). Exhibit 30 displays a generic supply chain for valued-added
agriculture.
Exhibit 30: Value-Added Agriculture Supply Chain

Timber and Lumber Products
While Lumber and Wood Products does not rank in the top three as a commodity flow by weight, it does
consistently fall into a top ten commodity movement by weight on the Corridor. Wood Products also ranked
sixteenth by value for exports from the Corridor. In several states, especially those states on either end of the
GNC, Forestry and Logging and Wood Product Manufacturing show strong location quotients. Timber
production is a highly fragmented industry, with many family owned businesses going back several generations. It
is also a highly competitive industry, with competition often coming from foreign producers in Canada and
Northern Europe. As a result, transportation costs are often critical to a successful operation.
Timber is harvested to make paper or wood products (mainly lumber and plywood). Residential construction and
repair/remodeling account for nearly 70 percent of all lumber used in the United States. Demand for paper is
driven partly by the general health of the economy, which influences demand for office papers, cardboard boxes,
newspapers, magazines, and tissue papers. Furniture manufacturing, which is also strong in some areas of the
Corridor, is classified separately from timber and lumber products. Exhibit 31 shows a typical lumber supply
chain.
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Exhibit 31: Timber/Lumber Export Supply Chain

Domestic Crude Oil
For a century, the traditional way of extracting crude oil was to drill vertical shafts into geological structures,
forming oil reservoirs. For most of the twentieth century, pumping oil vertically from crude oil deposits fueled the
world. United States deposits of easy to reach crude oil began to dwindle, and modern drilling technologies began
using horizontal drilling techniques that exposed a greater portion of the well pipe in the reservoir and also
allowed well heads to be grouped together. As crude oil prices have risen, drilling and excavation techniques have
evolved, making extracting oil from unconventional formations more feasible and cost-effective at certain
wholesale price levels. While North Dakota had produced oil via vertical drilling since the 1950s, in 2006, the
state accounted for about 1 percent of total domestic production, ninth among all U.S. oil production states. As of
May 2014, North Dakota ranked second in U.S. crude oil production, behind Texas. Montana ranked twelfth.
Texas and North Dakota combined now produce almost 50 percent of the U.S. oil supply.
A recent study conducted by the North Dakota DOT found that each shale oil well requires approximately 1,150
one-way truck trips to deliver and remove sand, water, chemicals, and other equipment. It was also estimated that
approximately one-quarter of these truck trips exceed normal load limits. Due to the lack of pipeline and refinery
capacity in North Dakota, much of the crude oil being produced there is delivered first by truck from the field to a
railhead, then by rail tanker car to refineries on the east, west and gulf coasts. Exhibit 32 depicts the supply chain
for crude oil production on the GNC.
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Exhibit 32: Domestic Crude Oil Supply Chain

GNC Commodity Flows
Another way to examine the GNC economy is to analyze commodity flows and export trade on the Corridor.
TRANSEARCH™, the primary dataset used for the analysis, is produced by IHS/Global Insight. The base year of
the data is 2012. The geography of the commodity origin/destination pairs uses U.S. Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA) economic regions or areas. The U.S. Department of Commerce has defined 172 BEA regions
nationwide as “the relevant regional markets surrounding metropolitan or micropolitan statistical areas.” The
BEA regions analyzed for GNC commodity flows are shown in Exhibit 33.
Exhibit 33: The GNC Defined by BEA Economic Analysis Regions
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GNC Inbound Freight Movements
TRANSEARCH™ estimates that, in 2012, 540 million tons of freight terminated in the GNC region. Threehundred thirty-nine (339) million tons traveled by truck, equal to 63 percent of the total inbound volume, while
147 million tons (27 percent) moved by rail. Waterway movements via the Columbia-Snake River System, the
Mississippi River, and the Great Lakes represented another 54 million tons (10 percent) of GNC inbound
commodity movements. TRANSEARCH™ includes only North American flows; therefore, international imports
through ports in the Pacific Northwest are not reflected in the data. Air cargo and other undefined modal
movements totaled approximately 460,000 tons but represented less than 1 percent of the total inbound tonnage.
“Ton-miles” (tonnage multiplied by distance traveled) is another common way of examining modal shares.
Applying average length of haul estimates from the 2012 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) results in mode share
by ton-miles emphasizing long-haul modes (Special Report). Exhibit 34 shows inbound modal share by tonnage
and ton-miles for the GNC region. While the truck mode dominates mode share by tonnage, the average length of
haul of just 218 miles for trucking, versus 811 miles for rail and 842 miles for water, shifts greater mode share to
rail and water.
Exhibit 34: GNC Inbound Modal Share (%) by Tonnage and Ton-miles - 2012

The tonnage moved by truck on GNC highways translates to nearly 22 million truckloads (for-hire and private)
and over 338,000 LTL shipments, making up 85 percent of the unit shipments bound for GNC regions. The
average shipment by truck moving inbound to the GNC region was 15.2 tons. The 3.2 million railroad intermodal
and carload movements represent 12 percent of overall unit shipments into the GNC, with an average shipment
weight of 45.8 tons. Cross-border shipments by both rail and truck total nearly 544,000 units. Exhibit 35 displays
inbound freight by type of service/unit by mode.
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Exhibit 35: Inbound Shipping Units, by Mode - 2012

The average weight
for all inbound
truck shipments
equaled 15.2 tons,
while the average
weight of inbound
rail shipments was
nearly 46 tons.

Outbound Freight
Outbound tonnage moving from the GNC to other North American destinations nearly mirrors the inbound
tonnage patterns by volume and mode share. Outbound tonnage across all modes differed from inbound flows by
less than 1 million tons or less than one percent, demonstrating highly balanced trade on the Corridor. Trade
balance is valued by freight service providers because having full loads both inbound and outbound results in
more efficient operations. While this high-level view of trade flows may not translate into perfectly balanced
flows at an operational level, it does demonstrate that the GNC as an economic entity supports national economic
goals for balanced trade. Of the outbound flows by tonnage, trucks handled 316 million tons, and railroads
transported 169 million tons in the GNC. Water transport carried another 54 million tons of outbound freight from
the Corridor. Air cargo and other undefined modes account for 491,000 tons or less than 1 percent of outbound
flows by tonnage, which is not unusual since commodities moved by air tend to be low weight but high value.
However, again, applying the average length of haul estimates from the 2012 CFS shifts the mode share
significantly toward rail and water. Exhibit 36 depicts the estimated outbound tonnages and ton-miles by mode
for the GNC in 2012.
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Exhibit 36: Outbound Mode Share (%) by Tonnage and Ton-miles - 2012

The volume of goods moved out of the Corridor accounted for 27 million units, exceeding inbound units by more
than 1 million, but service shares remained similar. Just under twenty-three million truckloads left the Corridor,
plus 321,000 LTL shipments. The average weight of outbound truck shipments was 13.7 tons. Nearly 4 million
rail shipments exited the Corridor with an average weight of 43.6 tons. Cross-border shipments by both truck and
rail exceeded one-half million. Exhibit 37 displays outbound units, by mode.
Exhibit 37: Outbound Shipping Units, by Mode
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GNC Internal Freight Movements
TRANSEARCH™ estimates that, in 2012, 861 million tons of freight movements had both an origin and a
destination within the GNC region. By mode, 689 million tons moved by truck, while 133 million tons moved by
rail, and 39 million tons moved by water. Nearly eighty-nine (89) thousand tons moved by air. Applying average
length of haul distances from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2012 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) to internal tonnage
shifts the mode share to non-highway modes (Special Report). However, even when measured by ton-miles,
trucking exhibits a majority share at 51 percent. Exhibit 38 displays GNC modal shares in percentage terms for
internal movements by tonnage and ton-miles.
Exhibit 38: Internal Tonnage (%), by Mode

Freight moving wholly within the Corridor is likely moving shorter distances overall and, therefore, favoring the
economics of highway movements. Of the over 80 million units that moved within the Corridor, ninety-six (96)
percent moved by truck, with an average payload of just 9 tons per shipment. Railroads moved just 2.3 million
units, but the average weight per shipment exceeded 57 tons. Exhibit 39 displays internal freight units, by mode.
Exhibit 39: Internal Units, by Mode
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GNC Inbound Commodities
Inbound commodity flows represent goods being brought into the GNC for consumption by households (e.g.,
food products), as well as raw products and semi-finished goods consumed by manufacturing and service
industries. Many manufacturing industries consume raw materials or semi-finished products as inputs to their
production; however, many service industries like construction and utilities also consume products like wood,
aggregates (nonmetallic minerals), and coal.
Of the 540 million tons of commodities that moved into the GNC region in 2012, the top three commodity groups
represent almost half (45 percent) of the total inbound tonnage. Nonmetallic Minerals, Farm Products, and Food
Products account for over 244 million tons of commodities flowing into the GNC region. Several other bulk
commodities contribute significant volumes to inbound goods, including Coal, Bulk Commodity Boxcar
Shipments, and Chemicals, which together contribute another 23 percent of the total inbound volume. Exhibit 40
displays the top 15 GNC inbound commodities, by tonnage, for 2012.
Exhibit 40: Inbound Commodities, by Tonnage - 2012
Rank Commodity (STCC 2-digit)
Total Tons
1
Nonmetallic Minerals, except Fuels
113,379,425
2
Farm Products
72,665,826
3
Food or Kindred Products
58,092,912
Coal
50,348,193
4
Bulk Commodity Shipments in Boxcars
36,492,714
5
Chemicals or Allied Products
36,350,175
6
Petroleum or Coal Products
26,345,835
7
Clay, Concrete, Glass, or Stone Products
18,249,690
8
Miscellaneous Mixed Shipments
17,650,612
9
Crude Petroleum, Natural Gas, or Gasoline
17,640,357
10
Waste or Scrap Materials
17,466,361
11
Lumber or Wood Products, except Furniture
16,548,090
12
Primary Metal Products, including Galvanized
14,410,061
13
Pulp, Paper, or Allied Products
9,468,086
14
Transportation Equipment
6,288,691
15
All other commodities
28,826,875
Total
540,223,903

Percent of Total
21%
14%
11%
9%
7%
7%
5%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
1%
5%
100%

A Pacific Northwest Gateway White Paper completed for the Washington Public Ports Association (WPPA) in
May 2014 notes that import container traffic to the PNW fell 33 percent between 2005 and 2009 (PNW Gateway
White Paper). While import container traffic has recovered in the wake of the global recession, total volumes
remain 15 percent below peak levels. The report also notes that import containers carry a wide variety of products,
including consumer goods and production inputs. The estimated value of import trade was $56 billion in 2013.
Trade statistics on imports of merchandise from foreign countries compiled by the U.S. Census Bureau indicate
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that Crude Oil was the top import to Washington in 2013, with a value of $7.7 billion. However, with domestic
oil production continuing to grow, the volume of imported oil is trending down; Washington’s imports of Crude
Oil have declined by more than $100 million since 2011. Washington’s second largest import by value is Airplane
Parts.
Inbound domestic freight to the GNC originates in a variety of BEAs, without a clear concentration or a favored
inbound trade partner. The top three origin BEA Regions represent 18 percent of all inbound freight, while the top
fifteen ship slightly less than 50 percent of total tonnage. The top origin BEA of Casper, Wyoming, encompasses
the Powder River Basin, which is the top coal producing region in the nation. It is not surprising that the total
tonnage originating from the Casper, Wyoming, BEA nearly matches the total tonnage of Coal in the previous
table. Exhibit 41 displays the top 15 inbound trading partners for the GNC by tonnage.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Exhibit 41: Inbound Freight Trading Partners, by Tonnage
BEA Region
Total Tons
Percent of Total
Casper, WY
44,703,952
8%
Milwaukee, WI
28,168,693
5%
Des Moines, IA
26,232,681
5%
Los Angeles, CA
19,496,800
4%
St. Louis, MO
19,425,777
4%
Anchorage, AK
17,552,369
3%
Sioux Falls, SD
17,537,362
3%
Indianapolis, IN
15,666,805
3%
San Francisco, CA
14,142,607
3%
Green Bay, WI
12,817,678
2%
Pendleton, OR
12,274,925
2%
Eugene, OR
12,190,334
2%
Davenport, IA
11,556,947
2%
Detroit, MI
10,369,291
2%
Appleton, WI
8,836,579
2%

Outbound Commodities
Outbound commodities include raw materials like grain, sand and gravel, and coal shipped to domestic and
international markets beyond the GNC. Outbound commodities also include finished goods such as processed
foods and other manufacturing outputs such as chemicals, metal parts, and paper products. For the GNC, the top
three outbound commodities represent one-half (50 percent) of the tonnage shipped from the Corridor Region:
Nonmetallic Minerals - 116 million tons (22 percent), Coal - 112 million tons (21 percent), and Food Products 52 million tons (10 percent). Other bulk commodities represent substantial tonnage volumes as well, including
Bulk Commodity Shipments in Boxcars - 37 million tons (7 percent), Petroleum Products - 33 million tons (6
percent), and Chemicals - 27 million tons (5 percent).
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The PNW White Paper found that Pacific Northwest Ports are major gateways for non-containerized exports: “In
terms of freight volume, nearly 84 percent of exports were non-containerized in 2012, and, by value,
approximately 65 percent were non-containerized.” The report also notes that the value of non-containerized
exports has grown faster than volumes, led by the growth in oil seeds and cereal grains, mineral fuels, and vehicle
exports.
Exhibit 42 displays the top 15 outbound commodities, by tonnage, for the GNC region.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Exhibit 42: Outbound Commodities, by Tonnage
Commodity
Total Tons
Farm Products
109,430,655
Nonmetallic Minerals
106,531,286
Food or Kindred Products
53,363,416
Bulk Movement in Boxcars
36,473,165
Petroleum or Coal Products
32,687,878
Chemicals or Allied Products
26,857,322
Freight All Kinds
22,016,955
Lumber or Wood Products, excluding Furniture
20,571,877
Coal
18,809,225
Metallic Ores
18,407,694
Clay, Concrete, Glass, or Stone Products
15,574,907
Primary Metal Products
15,009,324
Waste or Scrap Materials
13,690,246
Crude Petroleum, Natural Gas, or Gasoline
10,920,544
Pulp, Paper, or Allied Products
7,710,108
All other commodities
31,427,545
Total Tons
539,482,147

Percent of Total
20%
20%
10%
7%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
1%
6%
100%

As with inbound flows, outbound freight tonnage is evenly dispersed across a wide market area, with Los
Angeles, California (5 percent); Des Moines, Iowa (5 percent); and Milwaukee, Wisconsin (5 percent)
representing the top three external destinations for GNC products, with a combined total of 76 million. It should
be pointed out that TRANSEARCH™ does not provide information about export destinations beyond North
America, so, while some of the GNC products moving to Los Angeles may be consumed by the population in and
around Southern California, it can be assumed that this location also represents a domestic gateway for
international exports to Asia. Exhibit 43 displays outbound freight tonnage from states constituting the GNC
region.
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Exhibit 43: Outbound Freight Trading Partners, by Tonnage
BEA Region
Total Tons
Los Angeles, CA
26,510,309
Des Moines, IA
25,230,367
Milwaukee, WI
24,696,738
Detroit, MI
21,509,282
New Orleans, LA
19,948,149
New York, NY
14,426,848
St. Louis, MO
13,931,795
Sioux Falls, SD
13,542,268
San Francisco, CA
12,861,160
Indianapolis, IN
12,158,865
Eugene, OR
11,942,914
Davenport, IA
11,574,491
Cleveland, OH
11,212,197
Dallas, TX
10,581,552
Bismarck, ND
9,779,175
All other locations
304,487,535
Total
544,393,644

Percent of Total
5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
56%
100%

GNC Internal Commodity Movements
In 2012, 861 million tons of freight moved between locations wholly within the GNC region, and just three
commodity groups accounted for 60 percent of this internal freight movement. Bulk Commodity Shipments in
Boxcars was the top internal movement, accounting for 216.5 million tons, or 25 percent of the total internal
tonnage. Nonmetallic Minerals accounted for 175.6 million tons (20 percent), and Farm Products accounted for
132.8 million tons (15 percent) of all GNC internal freight moves. The remainder of the top commodity tonnage
was dispersed among a wide range of other bulk commodities, such as Metallic Ores and Petroleum or Coal
Products. Exhibit 44 displays the top fifteen internal commodities, by tonnage.
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Exhibit 44: Internal Commodities, by Tonnage
Commodity
Total Tons
Bulk Commodity Shipments in Boxcars
218,320,991
Nonmetallic Minerals, except Fuels
180,319,381
Farm Products
141,543,391
Metallic Ores
68,518,818
Petroleum or Coal Products
63,350,296
Clay, Concrete, Glass, or Stone Products
44,815,670
Food or Kindred Products
36,633,611
Lumber or Wood Products, except Furniture
29,971,908
Waste or Scrap Materials
27,496,614
Coal
22,312,651
Miscellaneous Mixed Shipments
8,728,303
Chemicals or Allied Products
7,730,648
Primary Metal Products, including Galvanized
6,156,439
Pulp, Paper, or Allied Products
4,863,221
Fabricated Metal Products, except Ordnance
4,246,109
All other commodities
23,084,418
Grand Total
883,846,359
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Percent of Total
25%
20%
16%
8%
7%
5%
4%
3%
3%
3%
1%
1%
1%
1%
<1%
2%
100%

In Chicago, 130 million tons (71 percent) of the internal traffic is Bulk Commodity Shipments in Boxcars, while,
in Seattle, the same classification of commodities accounts for 26.8 million tons (29 percent), followed closely by
26.1 million tons of Nonmetallic Minerals (29 percent). The Nonmetallic Minerals category also accounts for 23.2
million tons (25 percent) of the commodities moving within Minneapolis, followed by Farm Products (22.3
million tons/24 percent) and Bulk Commodity Shipments in Boxcars (19.6 million tons/21 percent).
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Key Commodity Movements by Mode
In general terms, each mode of transport provides a mix of cost, speed, accessibility, and flexibility
attributes that shapes the service offerings available from each mode. Service needs also play a major role
in determining the mode(s) used by specific industries for the commodities they use and produce. For
example, services offered by air cargo carriers are most often used to transport products with a high value
to weight ratio (e.g., computer chips, pharmaceuticals) or products that are extremely time sensitive (e.g.,
fresh flowers, legal documents) and/or that require a high-level of flexibility (e.g., on-site replacement
parts). At the opposing end of the modal spectrum, pipelines transport products with a low value to
weight ratio (e.g., crude oil, water), and barges transport products with low time sensitivity (e.g., sand,
gravel, road salt). Exhibit 45 shows the array of modal services available to move goods and the general
service attributes that define modal options. Competition between service and price tends to be greatest
the closer the modal options are on the spectrum; however, accessibility to a particular service can alter
the ability to substitute one service for another. The global nature of trade and the long distances many
products move often result in the use of multiple modes to achieve the best price and service mix. In
addition, the flexibility and door-to-door attributes of trucking services result in the frequent use of trucks
for “first- and last-mile” transport to either assemble shipments at a modal hub (e.g., port or rail terminal)
or make deliveries directly to the end user.
Exhibit 45: Freight Modes and Service Spectrum

While pipeline transportation is not examined as part of the GNC analysis, the TRANSEARCH™
database can be analyzed to see what commodities rely on the primary modal services in the GNC region.
The graphs on the following page (Exhibits 46-48) show the most prevalent commodities, in terms of
tonnage volume, moved by highways, railways, and waterways on the Corridor. (Please note that the
scale of each bar graph differs due to differences in total volume.)
While the commodities mix for each mode differs, some commonalities exist: Coal; Petroleum or Coal
Products; Metallic Ores; Nonmetallic Minerals; and Farm Products each show up in the top five for two
modes. Farm Products comes close to being common among all three modes, ranking sixth on the list of
top water transport commodities.
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Exhibit 46: Top GNC Commodities Moving by Truck

Exhibit 47: Top GNC Commodities Moving by Rail (please note differences in scale)

Exhibit 48: Top GNC Commodities Moving by Water (please note differences in scale)
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Metallic Ores is the top commodity by weight for both rail and water
modes. According to the Association of American Railroads (AAR),
in 2011, Minnesota accounted for 77 percent of all originating iron ore
tonnage by rail in the U.S. Minnesota and Wisconsin were also the
terminal destinations for large volumes of ore by rail, suggesting that
iron ore is trucked to either rail terminals or Great Lakes ports for
distribution to U.S. steel mills or for export to foreign countries.

Commonalities in the top
commodity groups across modes
suggest that the multimodal GNC is
an interdependent system where
key commodities travel by multiple
modes to optimize supply chain cost
and service; connect GNC
businesses to a broad array of
import and export markets; and
provide a level of redundancy
should any one mode be interrupted
or disabled.

In 2012, Mexico imported nearly $7 billion worth of metal ores
(NAICS code 221), followed by China ($1.7 billion) and Canada ($1.3
billion). In similar fashion, Farm Products items are collected and
distributed in a similar manner, with the first haul from the farm to a
rail or water terminal occurring by truck. Rail cars and barges are then
loaded for distributing grain and other products to domestic markets
and seaport gateways. In 2012, China imported $81 billion worth of agriculture and livestock products
(NAICS code 11), followed by Canada ($23 billion) and Mexico (8.7 billion).

GNC Export Trade
A corridor as vast as the GNC supports demands for products across the United States and around the
world. When analyzing the Corridor’s traffic flows, it is important to understand the top destinations for
exports from the Corridor both as a whole and for each state individually. The TRANSEARCH™ dataset
used to analyze commodity flows in the previous section does not extend to trade beyond the North
American market. The export data provided in this section is taken from the International Trade
Administration (ITA) at the U.S. Department of Commerce. ITA data records exports from states and
metropolitan areas for merchandise trade by value for commodities defined by the North American
Industry Classification System (NAICS). Merchandise trade is defined by the U.S. Census Bureau as
goods, including physical items such as automobiles, steel, food, clothing, appliances, and furniture.
Merchandise trade does not include services or balance of payment adjustments (U.S. Census Bureau).
Because GNC states generally produce an abundance of natural resource-based bulk commodities that are
heavy but low-value (per unit) like agriculture and mining products, some commodities are
underrepresented in ITA data. These commodities are more accurately captured in the Freight and
Commodity Flow analysis of this report.
The analysis below details general exports—not mode-specific to truck or rail—however, any exports to
countries across oceans not traveling by air are presumed to be moving through a coastal sea port.
Acknowledging this captures more than just what is hauled by the GNC’s intermodal system; it helps
paint the picture of the most important trading partners for the entities that make up the Corridor
Coalition. The ITA export data for all eight GNC states shows that Canada is the Coalition’s top export
destination (approximately $50 billion in exports in 2013), followed by China ($30 billion), Mexico
($15.5 billion), Japan ($13 billion), and Germany ($7 billion), as shown in Exhibit 49.
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Exhibit 49: Top 5 Export Destinations for Exports from GNC States, 2009-2013

Each top export country demonstrates increasing trade values with the GNC states since 2009, with
China, Mexico, and Canada showing the largest percentage increases of 271 percent, 133 percent, and 73
percent, respectively. This reflects the connectivity of the Great Northern Corridor—strong NAFTA trade
due to proximity and strong rail connections to Canada (and Mexico via BNSF’s other mainline corridors,
such as the MidCon) and the access of the Pacific Northwest ports to Asia via transoceanic shipping.
Exhibit 50 provides a profile of the top exports by value for the eight states of the GNC combined. The
top export commodity is Transportation Equipment, which includes motor vehicle manufacturing,
aerospace products, railroad rolling stock, and ship building. The second largest export group is
Machinery, Except Electrical; this group includes a wide variety of machinery built for agriculture,
construction, industrial, utilities, and other industries. Computer and Electronic Products is the third
largest export category for the Corridor. Together, the top three export groups accounted for more than 52
percent of the export value from the Corridor Region in 2013.
In addition to examining exports for the Corridor as a whole, export data for each of the eight states in the
GNC was analyzed. For each state, the top five export destinations were provided along with information
on the top export commodities. This analysis can be found in Tech Memo 2.
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Exhibit 50: Top Ten GNC Export Commodities by Value, 2013

Future Forecasts of GNC Commodities
Planning transportation infrastructure for future demand typically involves long time frames of 20 years
or more. The actual construction of infrastructure once a project is programmed and funded can take
additional years and sometimes decades to complete environmental permitting, right-of-way acquisition,
and construction. Forecasting demands for freight infrastructure can be especially difficult because, unlike
capacity needs for passenger movements, freight moves further, shipments frequently travel on multiple
modes, and shipments are more likely to cross state and international boundaries. The future rarely moves
in incremental, expected ways, and the complexity of product supply chains lowers the confidence in the
ability to accurately predict long-term freight demands. Forecasts of commodity movements are closely
tied to business and industry forecasts, but forces like technology advancement and geopolitics can
dramatically affect freight flows. Crude oil production in the Bakken is an example of a technology
change that few predicted even a decade ago. So, in addition to traditional forecasts based on industry
growth predictions, the GNC also conducted a scenario planning workshop to explore a wide range of
trends and issues that could affect future freight flows on the Corridor. A description of the scenario
planning process and workshop outcomes is discussed in the next chapter.
The TRANSEARCH™ data acquired for the GNC did not include forecasts of future commodity flows.
To examine the growth potential for future demands on the GNC, growth factors by commodity group
were taken from the FHWA Freight Analysis Framework Version 3 (FAF-3) and applied to the base year
GNC TRANSEARCH™ data. An explanation of the full forecast methodology can be found in Tech
Memo 2. Another consideration is that TRANSEARCH™ does not include commodity flows for products
moving beyond North America, restricting the ability to forecast the future for goods moving in and out
of GNC ports by water. Following the discussion of truck and rail forecasts, summary information from
the 2011 version of a joint report from the Washington Public Ports Association (WPPA) and the
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Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), Pacific Northwest Marine Cargo Forecast
Update and Rail Capacity Assessment: Final Report, is presented and discussed.

GNC 2035 Truck Forecasts
The previous section presented the top commodity movements in the GNC region by mode. For trucking,
the top five commodity groups account for 80 percent of all tonnage moving via highways on the
Corridor. The bar chart in Exhibit 51 presents the current year (2012) and commodity forecasts for 2035
for these commodities. Currently, Non-metallic Minerals is currently the largest volume commodity
movement on GNC highways, and the movement of crushed stone, gravel, and sand is projected to grow
by 48 percent over the next two decades. However, Warehouse and Distribution movements typically
associated with the drayage of intermodal containers and other warehouse distribution activity are
projected to increase by 86 percent over the period and take over as the top truck movement by tonnage in
the GNC region by 2035.
Exhibit 51: Year 2035 Tonnage Forecasts for the Top Five Truck Commodities in the GNC
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GNC 2035 Rail Forecasts
The top five rail commodities by volume in the GNC region account for 63 percent of all rail volumes on
the Corridor. Exhibit 52 presents the current year (2012) and forecasts for 2035. Currently, Coal is the
top rail volume movement in the GNC region, but coal is expected to grow only moderately (44 percent)
over the forecast period, likely driven by increasing coal exports to Asian countries as domestic
generating facilities convert to cleaner natural gas. Over the next twenty-three years, the forecast volume
for Metallic Ores remains essentially unchanged. Farm Products volumes are projected to grow an
astonishing 458 percent over the period, exceeding 350 million tons by 2035. According to AAR, in
2011, Illinois, Minnesota, and North Dakota ranked first, second, and third respectively in Farm Product
tons originated by rail.While Chemicals and Allied Products commodities are most often derived from
petroleum, the Petroleum or Coal Products seems to be a notable omission among the top rail product
movements on the Corridor. While forecasting commodity growth 20 years or more into the future is
never easy to prognosticate, many commodities have historical trend data that can be used to foretell the
future, unless a significant technology change occurs. In 1970, U.S. oil production appeared to peak at
about 3.5 billion barrels. In 2008, the U.S. produced just over 1.8 billion barrels. However, the expansion
of hydraulic fracking technologies during the past decade has reversed the trend. It is estimated that the
U.S. will produce approximately 3.2 billion barrels in 2014. The Bakken region of North Dakota and
Eastern Montana is expected to top 1 million barrels per day during 2014, with much of this production
moving by rail.
Exhibit 52: Year 2035 Tonnage Forecasts for the Top Five Rail Commodities in the GNC

Forecast Tons (2035)

Chemicals or Allied Products

Tons (2012)
Freight All Kinds
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Farm Products
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PNW Marine Cargo Forecasts
In 2011, WPPA and WSDOT retained BST Associates and MainLine Management to create forecast
updates to an earlier 2009 baseline forecast report: “The purpose of this analysis is to update the marine
cargo forecasts, to compare the projected level of rail traffic with capacity of the various mainline
segments in the region, and to produce a prioritized list of projects to alleviate anticipated capacity
constraints.” The forecasts presented in the report are not commodity specific but do provide forecasts for
broad commodity groups as shown in Exhibit 53. The forecast year is 2030, and both moderate-growth
and high-growth forecasts are presented.
Exhibit 53: PNW Marine Forecasts by Cargo Type
2030 Moderate Growth
2030 High Growth
Commodity Group
2030 Units
Annual
2030 Units
Annual
Growth Rate
Growth Rate
8.3 million TEU*
4.1%
12.3 TEU
6.1%
Containers
10.5 million tons
1.2%
12.7 million tons
2.2%
Breakbulk/Neo-bulk
0.7%
53.3 million tons
2.3%
Grain & Related Products 39.1 million tons
97.1 million tons
6.8%
155.3 million tons
9.3%
Dry Bulk
42.4 million tons
0.2%
51.6 million tons
1.2%
Liquid Bulk
* TEU = Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit

The marine cargo forecast report notes that the forecasts are “unconstrained” in so far as the forecasts
assume that the necessary port and rail capacity are available to meet cargo demands. The study effort
completed for the report did include capacity modeling of potential Class 1 rail capacity needs. Under the
moderate growth scenario, three segments of GNC rail infrastructure are noted as potentially constrained
under peak day conditions:




Pasco, Washington, to Wishram, Washington (potentially constrained by 2025)
Wishram, Washington, to Vancouver, Washington (potentially constrained by 2030)
Everett, Washington, to Vancouver, British Columbia (potentially constrained by 2030)

Under the high growth scenario, the three GNC rail segments mentioned above are potentially constrained
5 to 10 years earlier during peak day conditions, and three additional segments may also experience
capacity issues:




Pasco, Washington, to Spokane, Washington (potentially constrained by 2025)
Vancouver, Washington, to Tacoma, Washington (potentially constrained by 2030)
Seattle, Washington, to Everett, Washington (potentially constrained by 2020)

As noted at the introduction to the forecast section, many factors can significantly affect future trade on
the GNC and through the PNW Ports. Forecasts of volumes or values of goods moving on the GNC and
affiliated port gateways will be subject to many uncontrollable and/or unforeseen issues related to
technology, environment, politics, and government regulation. The undeniable indication, however, is that
the GNC region is poised for increased trade opportunities and trade growth in the future that will likely
challenge the capacity of existing infrastructure across all modes of transportation.
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Chapter 3: GNC SWOT Analysis
As the title of this Corridor planning effort suggests, the main purpose is to examine the Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) facing the GNC looking forward. The formal SWOT
analysis involved two steps: 1) An environmental scan that examines important trends and issues that may
affect future freight transportation on the Corridor; and 2) A scenario planning workshop with diverse
freight stakeholders on the Corridor held in Vancouver, Washington, on May 13, 2014. A more objective
analysis of corridor needs will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

Trends and Issues Affecting the Corridor
The environmental scan undertaken examined trends and issues from five perspectives or driving forces
that were identified through national research on strategic issues in transportation by National Academy
of Sciences Transportation Research Board (ICF 2009). The five driving forces affecting freight
transportation were identified as: 1) Demographics and Society, 2) Energy and Environment, 3)
Economics, 4) Technology, and 5) Government and Regulation. The table (Exhibit 54) on the following
pages presents a brief overview of the trends and issues identified on the Corridor. To see the complete
trends and issues analysis, refer to Tech Memo 3.

Demographics and Society

Exhibit 54: Trends and Issues Facing Freight Transportation in the GNC--Summary
Driving
Trend/Issue
Description
Force
Over the next 50-100 years, several demographic changes are expected to occur,
Aging
including people over 65 outnumbering those under 18, the working age
Population/
Aging Workforce population as a share of total population declining significantly, and workers 55
and over expanding to 26 percent of the workforce.
Mega-regions are defined as urban area clusters linked by social, economic,
demographic, and environmental ties. The U.S. is moving toward ten of these
Mega-regions
regions, two in the GNC: Cascadia in the PNW and the Great Lakes in MN-WI-IL.
and Declining
Also, rural populations are declining across the U.S., with a rare exception being
Rural Populations
the Bakken region of North Dakota and Montana, whose populations are among
the fastest growing in the nation.
In 2013, a shortage of truck drivers was third on the list of industry issues by an
American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI) survey. ATRI notes that hiring
Truck Driver
challenges may stem from baby boomer retirements and new federal driver safety
Shortage
rules. Quality of life issues like travel and work/life balance are noted as issues in
recruitment as well.
The rapid increase of e-commerce and the related increase of direct home
E-commerce/
deliveries have affected the freight network, with retailers constructing smaller,
Just-in-time (JIT)
more decentralized distribution centers to increase the ability of achieving next day
Delivery
or same day delivery.
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Driving
Force

Trend/Issue

Emerging Global
Middle Class

Currently, about one-half of the world’s middle class resides in Europe and North
America, but that is changing. It is expected that by 2015 the number of Asian
middle class consumers will equal those in N.A. and Europe, the middle class in
Asia is expected to triple to 1.7 billion by 2020, and major growth in the middle
class is expected in Latin America and the Middle East. This may change the
amount of goods imported by these countries via the GNC, especially China and
Japan.

Sustainable
Transportation

Sustainability--the idea that the needs of the current generation should be met
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs-- has
seen a growth in popularity and importance in recent years as it relates to
transportation and land use. This means balancing economic development,
environmental preservation, and livability in transportation projects. Various levels
of government are attempting to work sustainability into transportation planning
and project development.

Bakken Shale
Oil/Canadian Oil
Sands Extraction

Energy and Environment

Description

Alternative
Energy
Developments

Alternative Fuels

Natural Disasters

The oil industry in North Dakota has seen an exponential boom in the last 5 years
due to the use of hydraulic fracturing to recover its massive shale oil resources.
Over 70 percent of this oil is traveling by rail to refineries across the country.
Canadian oil sands have grown rapidly as well, which are mined and processed to
extract the oil. A large amount of this oil is traveling by rail also. The GNC carries
traffic from both of these oil sources daily.
The energy mix of the U.S. continues to change, with greater amounts coming
from renewable energy sources like wind and solar. Wind components in particular
are manufactured and shipped across the GNC. Illinois, Minnesota, Oregon,
Washington, and North Dakota are among the national leaders in wind energy.
Alternative fuels like Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Compressed Natural Gas
(CNG) are being pursued as cleaner and potentially cheaper fuel sources across the
freight industry. LNG specifically is being explored by the rail industry for
locomotives; the U.S. EIA projects that up to 95 percent of freight rail energy
consumption could come from LNG by 2040. CNG is being considered in some
areas for short line operations.
Natural disasters have and will continue to have major impacts on GNC states and
transportation networks. Disasters occur throughout the GNC, including flooding
in North Dakota, Minnesota, Montana, and Washington; avalanches in Montana;
and mudslides in Washington. All of these disasters test the resiliency of the
region’s transportation networks—how efficiently and effectively they can
respond—which has major impacts on trade, operational capacity, and disaster
response.
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Driving
Force

Trend/Issue

Description

Climate Change
Impacts on Crop
Growing Regions

According to the USDA, climate change will affect and is already affecting
agriculture in several ways, including in GNC states. With warmer temperatures
and more rainfall in the north, some crops could experience nearly two full
growing seasons and larger growing areas, including winter wheat being able to be
grown farther north. However, wetter conditions in the spring may make it difficult
for farmers to plant their crops, and more frequent heat waves, floods, and
droughts, as well as larger populations of harmful insects, will likely place
additional stress on the region's agriculture and forestry. Additionally, higher
temperatures may stress livestock.

North Dakota
Potash

Technology

Advanced
Manufacturing

Dedicated ShortRange
Communications
(DSRC)

Agricultural
Research/Crop
Genetics

Potash is a mixture of mined salts containing potassium in water-soluble form and
a major input in fertilizer production. North Dakota’s state geological survey
estimates that the state has reserves of 50 billon tons, which would be 33 percent of
the world’s supply. However, the mineral is located anywhere from 5,000 to 9,000
feet deep, requiring solution mining, a process similar to drilling for oil. It is
expected that a majority of the North Dakota potash would likely go to China, but
some questions have been raised over the reliability of the estimates. Potash could
be a driver of growth for the GNC in the future.
Advanced manufacturing, defined as the rapid transfer of science and innovative
technology to improve manufacturing products and processes, is a key driver of
economic growth for the country as a whole, including the GNC. The Corridor
combines accessibility to major global markets with a Midwestern industrial base
that is experiencing resurgence with advanced manufacturing techniques and
products.
DSRC is two-way short-range wireless communication capability that supports
very high data transmission rates necessary for advanced transportation and safety
applications. Transponders used for electronic tolling, or by commercial vehicle
operators belonging to pre-clearance systems like PrePass®, are examples of
existing DSRC technology. DSRC technologies are currently being tested to
support advanced safety systems as well as provide better traffic and travel
information to drivers.
Advances in food and crop research, including genetic modification, are leading to
higher yields and productivity for producers in states throughout the Corridor.
While the yield per acre is increasing, crops are also more resistant to disease and
pests and more tolerant of herbicides and extreme weather fluctuations. Several
criticisms have been offered against genetically-modified organisms (GMOs), but,
from a transportation perspective, this translates to increasingly large volumes of
crops, specifically grains, being placed on the rail and highway system every year.
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Driving
Force

Trend/Issue

Description

Longer Trains

Generally speaking, a train becomes more efficient with each car that is added. On
the GNC, the longest trains are typically unit trains (coal and grain) that fall in the
110-150 car range, which translates to roughly 1 to 1.5 miles long or longer.
Several factors determine train car placement and overall length, but longer trains
require longer sidings, optimized yards, and adequate spacing between at-grade
crossings. Ensuring the GNC’s infrastructure and system transfer points are able to
handle longer trains will be important to maintaining safety and efficiency in the
future.

Economic Trends

Larger Ships and
Ocean Freight
Costs

Free Trade
Agreements/
NAFTA

Emerging
Nations

Recent figures indicate that container ship utilization is at approximately 85-90
percent worldwide. One major factor in this trend is the quick adoption of “very
large containerships,” or VLCS, which have forced operating costs down
industrywide, as smaller ships are forced to implement slow steaming to remain
cost-competitive. While only a handful of the major ports are capable of handling
VLCS, their presence has had a ripple effect on the industry: Many trips take
longer (because of slow steaming), ships call on fewer ports per trip, and additional
ships have been pulled into action to maintain service levels.
NAFTA, the North American Free Trade Agreement, is a treaty signed in 1995
that removed trade barriers between the United States, Canada, and Mexico and
has played a role in the growing trade relationship among the countries. In 2013,
Canada was the GNC states’ largest export destination by far, receiving over $50
billion worth of goods. Mexico was third with over $15 billion. Maintaining strong
trade relationships with Canada and Mexico will be important to the continued
success of the GNC and economies of the member states. Another free trade
agreement, CAFTA-DR, was signed in 2004 by the United States, Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras. Exports from GNC states to CAFTA-DR
were at only $2.3 billion in 2013 but have been growing steadily.
For the GNC, the emerging economies of ‘BRIC’ countries (Brazil, Russia, India,
and China) represent significant trade markets. China is the second largest
destination for exports from GNC states, receiving nearly $30 billion of goods in
2013. The same year, Brazil received over $5 billion in exports from GNC states,
India $3.6 billion, and Russia $2.5 billion. Continuing to be able to deliver trade to
growing economies, specifically China and India, will be important to the GNC
and its member states.
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Driving
Force

Trend/Issue

New Trade
Routes:
Northwest
Passage and
Panama Canal

Re-shoring/Nearshoring

Landside
Capacity for
Larger Ships

GNC Port
Productivity/Lab
or Issues

Description
The Northwest Passage is a series of waterways that wind through the Arctic
Ocean connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Due to temperatures rising
faster in the Arctic than anywhere else in the world, ice is melting faster, keeping
the passage open for longer periods of time. This could provide a shorter, less
expensive route for shipping between many locations, specifically China, whose
travel to Northern Europe would be significantly expedited. Also, the Panama
Canal is undergoing a $5.25 billion dollar expansion to increase the size and
quantity of ships that it can accommodate. Myriad factors determine what route
cargoes take, including cost, transit time, and reliability, but an expanded canal
may affect the routing and volumes of cargoes coming into southern and eastern
U.S. ports.
Many predict that rising wage rates, shipping costs, and land costs in China, along
with a gaining Yuan, a greater American worker flexibility, compromised unions,
and increased automation, will erode China’s economic advantage for
manufacturing within 5 years, causing some manufacturing to be “re-shored” to the
U.S. Industries that are most likely to benefit from reshoring production are those
where labor accounts for a small portion of final cost and where production
volumes are relatively small, such as auto parts, appliances, or construction
equipment. As this trend continues, the usage of rail—especially for items that
often travel by rail like auto parts/automobiles, appliances, and construction
equipment—will increase as long as capacity remains sufficient and rates remain
competitive.
Many ports have not improved dock and berth depth capacity to accommodate
fully laden container ships. GNC ports account for nearly half of U.S. Pacific
Coast ports with Panamax capability. This means that, as ships continue to grow in
size, the ports with improved dock and berth depth capacity are in a strong
competitive position to maintain and grow traffic levels. The GNC ports are well
positioned in this regard, given that three of the five deepwater gateways on the
western seaboard are part of/accessible to the Corridor (Vancouver-Canada,
Portland, Seattle-Tacoma).
Productivity at the berth is the metric most closely tied to ship turnaround times.
However, some issues prevent greater productivity at ports: competitive pricing,
technology advances, and work rules. Competitive pricing is achieved by
increasing productivity to reduce terminal costs while investing to accommodate
larger ships, drawing additional customers. Ports that invest in technological
advances have seen positive gains in equipment handling, cargo location and
security, and overall terminal operating systems. Third, labor issues and work
rules, such as manning levels, wages, and benefit packages, continue to be areas of
contention both on and off the port terminals.
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Driving
Force

Trend/Issue

Government and Regulation

Economic
Deregulation:
Productivity
Gains and New
Markets

Emerging
Surface
Transportation
Regulation

Public-Private
Partnerships/Add
itional Funding
Strategies

Port
Environmental
Regulations

Description
Economic regulations that governed freight carriers in the 1960s and 70s largely
stifled competition and productivity innovations. Beginning in 1976, the U.S.
Congress passed a series of modal deregulation bills. Since one of those bills-- the
Staggers Rail Act—was passed, average rail rates have fallen 44 percent, train
accident rates are down 80 percent, rail traffic volume has nearly doubled,
railroads have reinvested $525 billion back into their systems, the cost of capital
has declined, and return on investment has increased. While private railroads,
airlines, and marine modes have all experienced significant productivity gains,
freight productivity on the highway system has remained relatively flat. The ability
for the Corridor and its businesses and freight stakeholders to be amenable to
changing business patterns, including the changes in modal productivity, is key to
economic competitiveness across the GNC.
Transportation modes in the United States must deal with a host of regulatory
agencies such as the FMCSA, STB, EPA, and FRA, among others. Many of the
current regulatory issues focus on improving safety and lessening the impact of
transportation on the environment. Both the trucking and rail industries are
currently working to assess the impact and adjust their operations to changes like
rail tank car standards, positive train control, hours-of-service changes, and fuel
efficiency standards, to name a few. These changes may or may not adjust rates,
network design, and other aspects of freight transportation as they are implemented
and the industries react.
Despite Congress’ recent passing of a 10-month continuing resolution of MAP-21,
no long-term transportation funding solution has been found or agreed upon.
Nevertheless, it is clear that new mechanisms to finance transportation projects are
needed. Many support a ‘fix it first’ policy, directing maintenance and preservation
of existing infrastructure over all other projects. However, the American Society of
Civil Engineers estimates that the U.S. needs to spend $110 billion more each year
to maintain the highway system at current performance levels. Exploring new ways
to fund transportation infrastructure—like public-private partnerships,
infrastructure banks, and other yet-to-be-discovered methods—will be critical for
the U.S. to maintain its strong multimodal transportation system.
Due to the highly sensitive ecosystems often surrounding port facilities, frequent
proximity to dense urban areas, and the wide array of activities and tenant
operations that take place at a port, the environmental and community oversight for
port operations is extensive. Coastal ports as gateways for international trade need
to balance all of these issues as they set out to meet their mandated missions. Ports
often struggle to balance their mission as economic development agencies with the
environmental and community issues that a growing economy presents—such as
traffic congestion, freight safety issues, and security of the goods that move
through their terminals; many regulations and permitting procedures are also
required by various government agencies to ensure compliance with these issues.
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GNC Scenario Planning Workshop
The trends and issues identified in a white paper were broadly vetted and discussed with a diverse group
of freight stakeholders on the Corridor during a Future Freight Flows Scenario Planning Workshop held
in Vancouver, Washington, in May, 2014. At the workshop, the participants were separated into one of
four future scenarios. Two of the scenarios, One World Order and Naftastique, are visions of futures
driven by geo-political forces responding to changes in global policies to conserve or secure scarce
resources. The other two scenarios, Millions of Markets and Global Marketplace, are primarily market
driven futures shaped by technology and economics. An overview of each scenario is provided in the
following section, as well as a brief description of the results of the GNC workshop discussions.

Future Scenarios and Workshop Results
The Global Marketplace Future
This is a highly competitive and volatile world scenario. Open, vigorous trade between
virtually all nations has led to market-based approaches to most contemporary challenges.
Global Marketplace Scenario Freight Flow Impacts: Participants in this future scenario believe the
ability to export crude oil will develop and become important trade flows on the Corridor. Energy
movements (e.g., oil and coal) and agriculture continue to grow, and, if US restrictions on crude oil
exports are relaxed, oil moves to PNW Ports on westbound trains. Westbound product volumes could
grow to a point where an imbalance is seen in outbound flows on the GNC. New international agreements
and partnerships create and expand trade demands between the GNC Region and Asian, European, and
other major consumer markets. Import flows through the Corridor are anticipated to increase in the Great
Lakes mega-region. Under the Global Market Place scenario, population continues to migrate from rural
to urban areas, creating a range of potential impacts, including a shortage of labor in rural industries
(transportation industries); fewer markets and/or demands in rural areas of the Corridor (i.e., the middle);
and more congestion occurring in the urban mega-regions at each end of the Corridor. Congestion begins
to increase costs and erode competitiveness. The vigorous trade environment of this future implies
increased traffic on the Corridor – but likely less balance as the mix of commodities evolves. Water
availability, access, and quality issues are compounded. The concept of green supply chains will become
more important.
Global Marketplace SWOT Implications for the GNC: Strengths of the GNC under the Global
Marketplace scenario included good existing rail service on the Corridor, with volumes expanding
greatly, increased investment from technology and manufacturing firms across the GNC, high tech
educational institutions in GNC states, and good existing port connectivity, both on the land and waterside. Weaknesses of the GNC under the scenario included the increasing movement of hazardous cargoes
through dense population areas, capacity constraints and the ability of the Corridor to respond in a just-intime (JIT) environment, and the ability to attract and develop workers in rural portions of the Corridor.
Opportunities for the GNC under the Global Marketplace future included the expanded role of rail in
green supply chains, the growth of alternative energy, growing demand supporting continued investment
in GNC infrastructure, and uniformity in truck regulation across the GNC states, among others. Threats to
the GNC under the scenario included the potential polarization of attitudes and politics of urban
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populations on the Corridor, natural resource extraction industries being accountable, volatility in price
and demand, continued consolidation of container shipping, and new routes to emerging populations (i.e.,
Africa).
The One World Order Future
Facing global scarcity of key resources, nations establish international rules to ensure their
fair and sustainable use. Global trade thrives, but its course is shaped by the very visible
hand of regulation, at times an iron fist in a velvet glove.
One World Order Scenario Freight Flow Impacts: Participants envisioned similar
manufacturers grouping together into large-scale facilities known as production clusters. Clustering
enables manufacturers to achieve cost-effective ways to comply with tight regulations by sharing
technology. Participants believe clusters will develop in central urban areas or on the urban fringe,
whenever land uses are compatible. Agriculture and energy exports in rural areas of the Corridor will
remain strong due to efficiency and demand. Gateways transition to inland ports due to environmental
restrictions and rising seas. Online purchases and home delivery are optimized to reduce environmental
footprints. Online purchases are consolidated at centers, and home delivery to consumers occurs when
multiple products bound to the same area have been accumulated into a single delivery. Ultra-efficient
supply chains emerge under this future: Clustering and using sensing technology and using advanced
computing will become the greenest solutions. Rail is a greener transport option, but freight must also
compete with passenger rail for capacity as passenger rail grows in popularity under this future. The
speed of trade slows but is highly predictable due to regulations and optimization of resources among
countries; nonetheless, participants believed trade in the GNC would grow. Efficiency would drive
manufacturing production closer to the consumer, but rural areas would continue to produce bulk
products.
One World Order SWOT Implications for the GNC: Strengths of the GNC under the One World Order
scenario centered around the unique nature of the Corridor: It is the only transportation corridor for the
northern tier of the United States between the PNW and the Midwest. The strong intermodal connections
across the GNC linking inland and water based ports will support the efficient use of resources under One
World Order. Additionally, due to environmental regulation, rail is the preferred mode of transportation
for both goods and people. Weaknesses of the GNC under the scenario included a lack of redundancy,
harsh weather and difficult geography through mountains, increased environmental concerns around
commodities the GNC ships, more stringent regulations on industrial land uses in or near large cities, and
the potential for increased costs of manufacturing and transportation under a heavily regulated business
environment. Opportunities for the GNC under the One World Order future included the possibility for
uniformly funded improvements and consistent land use policy and regulation across the Corridor,
reduction of transportation costs due to efficient (mandated) siting of manufacturing clusters near
population centers, and system-wide implementation of cleaner fuel technologies such as LNG. Threats to
the GNC under the scenario focused around overregulation reducing the United States’ competitive
advantage in some markets and/or commodities.
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The Millions of Markets Future
Through advanced technological breakthroughs, the United States becomes
highly self-reliant in terms of energy, agriculture, manufacturing, and other
needs. In this scenario, people increasingly migrate toward smaller urban areas
that are supported by nearby regional innovation hubs that can manufacture
highly customized goods.
The Millions of Markets Scenario Freight Flow Impacts: Advanced manufacturing, including 3-D
printing, allows goods to be produced and customized close to the consumer, reducing American demand
for international goods. Import container movements in the GNC decrease dramatically. As China, India,
and other emerging nations continue to expand their economies, demands for American raw materials
increase and replace some of the lost traffic on the GNC. Domestic oil production facilitates American
energy independence in Millions of Markets, providing inexpensive gasoline and natural gas for electric
generation, transportation, and other uses. Coal becomes a major export, and foreign fossil fuel imports
all but vanish. Commodities like coal, timber, and agriculture grow export volumes on the GNC destined
for the new middle class in China and India. The trend of populations migrating to large urban areas is
reversed somewhat, and smaller urban areas see growth. Regional advanced manufacturing means
routing, distribution, and logistics changes in the future: More raw materials and semi-processed goods
like steel are delivered to more destinations across the country. In this scenario, regional manufacturing
centers allow people to live where they please for similar cost and with access to similar opportunities,
resulting in more evenly distributed populations across the United States.
Millions of Markets SWOT implications for the GNC: Strengths of the GNC under the Millions of
Markets scenario represents ‘back to the future’ sensibilities. Since consumer good shipments decrease,
the trend of domestic and international containerization has less impact. Railroads respond by returning to
their core strengths: hauling heavy bulk commodities long distances for domestic uses and exports. Coal
from Wyoming, timber products from the Pacific Northwest, and agricultural from the Upper Midwest all
flow on the GNC to PNW ports for export. Small- and medium-sized urban areas on the Corridor grow in
this future, resulting in more even population distribution on the Corridor. Weaknesses to the GNC under
the scenario included impacts from reduced demands for coal, impacts of climate change, and competition
from other shipping routes and ports. Opportunities for the GNC under the Millions of Markets future
include increased shipping demand for raw materials produced on the Corridor and growth among smaller
urban centers, resulting in more demand for manifest train services. Threats to the GNC under the
scenario included competition from other ports and shipping lanes like the emerging Northwest passage
shipping route, potential land use conflicts (especially in growing small towns), environmental concerns
in the PNW, and climate change related disaster risk to the Corridor like flooding.
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The Naftastique Future
As world trade moves away from a global market, several regional trading blocs emerge.
China, Europe, and South America form their own clusters. The United States leads an effort to
make North America a self-sufficient economic community in close partnership with Canada
and Mexico.
The Naftastique Scenario Freight Flow Impacts: The Naftastique future transitions the GNC from an
“end-to-end” Corridor to a “mid-to-out” Corridor, meaning efficient transportation connections will drive
future Corridor demand. Shorter, more frequent trains (rolling blocks) will emerge with improved NorthSouth linkages, short-haul trucking options, and more multimodal links and capacity. Participants
anticipate that agriculture and energy products from the central plains will originate from the middle of
the Corridor as exports to Canada and Mexico. Participants envisioned less Trans-Pacific trade,
suggesting that east/west international container volumes will decrease, but containerized grain
movements will increase, as will refrigerated containers moving value-added agriculture to Canada and
Mexico. Domestic containers movements increase. Participants envisioned manufacturing moving closer
to energy sources. Technology advances and truck driver shortages push train operations toward shorter,
more frequent hauls that can meet specialized transportation needs. Port operations become more
seamless and diverse. The resurgence of manufacturing in the United States, co-located near energy
resources, suggests a need for the capacity to move energy, energy-related equipment, manufactured
goods, and agriculture on the Corridor.
Naftastique SWOT Implications for the GNC: Strengths of the GNC under the Naftastique scenario
center around the location of the GNC relative to a new North American trading bloc, including benefits
from energy-based freight transportation, access to Canadian markets, capacity for agricultural expansion
and specialization, and a strong manufacturing base. Weaknesses of the GNC under the scenario included
the scarcity of labor in rural markets to support advanced manufacturing, transportation, energy, and
technology if trends in population migration continue, as well as double stack intermodal train constraints
in the I-5 corridor. Opportunities for the GNC under the Naftastique future included rail capacity
expansion, commodity diversification of ports, exploration of value-added transportation services, and
energy transportation capacity improvements. Threats to the GNC under the scenario included declining
rural populations and aging work force in non-urbanized areas of the Corridor and higher development
costs and a shortage of funding to support needed investments.
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SWOT Analysis Summary
The future freight flows scenario workshop conducted for the GNC was undertaken with two goals in
mind: 1) Identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) to the GNC that were
common among the divergent futures; and, 2) Identify the common policy actions or investments that
support the future success for the GNC under divergent futures. The table in Exhibit 55 summarizes the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats that in some form reoccurred in the discussions from all
future scenario groups.
Exhibit 55: GNC Futures Scenario SWOT Discussion Summary

Strengths









End-to-end major market reach and connectivity
Large, varied work force in GNC states
Port connectivity
Natural resources (agriculture, ore, energy)
Diversity of urban and rural locations
Transportation infrastructure base
Highly valued technology capital found in mega-regions
Technology education centers Corridor-wide

Opportunities
 Increased capacity and efficiency through new or
renovated infrastructure for rail and roadways
 Increased safety, efficiency, and community interaction
through improved grade crossings
 Short line connections
 Energy product growth
 LNG/CNG conversion for cleaner rail transport
 Technology improvements as a means of increased
safety and efficiency
 Public outreach and education to increase public
awareness of Corridor links

Weaknesses
 Land use constraints near ports
 North-south connections
 Volatility and changing trends in
energy markets
 Limited route redundancy in some
areas

Threats
 Environmental changes from potential
climate change and natural disasters
 Public perceptions of railroad safety
and of resource extraction industries
 Work force development, training, and
availability
 Global supply chain shifts and how
they might affect Corridor demand
 Social licensing requirements
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SWOT Conclusions
Through the SWOT analysis and scenario planning exercise undertaken for the GNC Coalition, the future
of freight movements and their impacts on the Corridor were explored under four diverse futures across
several key dimensions that drive transportation demands for increased trade and goods movement as well
as examined through the lens of the current trends and issues facing freight transportation today. While
the discussions in all of the future scenario groups differed on many elements, several common themes
about appropriate policy and investment actions that will support a successful GNC also emerged, themes
that are consistent with the SWOT analysis:
The GNC Rail System will Anchor an Efficient, Effective Multimodal Freight Corridor
Whether the future is dominated by a strict regulatory regime or unfettered free markets, the ability to use
a variety of modes to move goods was essential to maintaining efficiency and minimizing environmental
impacts. Rail transport in the GNC Corridor was viewed as especially important for increasing efficiency
and moving toward greener supply chains. And, all the scenarios envisioned the future rail system in the
GNC operating differently from the way it operates today, driven by a changing mix of commodities,
evolving land-use policies, a re-emerging U.S. manufacturing industry, and new transport fuel options.
Across all scenario futures, stakeholders also discussed the need for continued investment and support for
rail, port, and highway modes.
The Environment will Significantly Affect Future Freight Policies
In all scenario discussions, the need to be cognizant of freight impacts on the environment was a prevalent
issue. In some scenarios, regulations to protect the environment were forced; however, even in those
scenarios where regulations over environmental issues were lax, participants viewed future policies and
practices that minimize environmental impacts and develop a “social license” with communities on the
Corridor as a competitive lever. To support good environmental policy, most scenarios envisioned
community outreach and education programs, investments in technology, and adoption of clean energy
resources as steps that should be taken to mitigate environmental externalities from trade and transport on
the Corridor.
The Future will Require Additional Investment and New Approaches to Funding
There seemed to be nearly unanimous agreement among participants that existing funding mechanisms
were inadequate for making the levels of transportation investment needed in the future. The safety of atgrade railroad crossings drew particular attention from workshop participants. While each group
discussed the need for new funding approaches that were more equitable, transparent, and applicable
across the modes, none of the groups offered definitive solutions. All groups did, however, believe that
the private sector would need to play a bigger role in future investment solutions.
The GNC Coalition is a Good First Step
All the discussion groups viewed the actions taken to date as a very positive first step toward better
Corridor-wide planning and land-use policies. It was believed that early, cooperative planning and
implementation actions will better position the Corridor to fend off threats to economic development
opportunities, and make a stronger case for needed infrastructure investment. All groups envisioned an
even broader, more inclusive Coalition moving forward.
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Chapter 4: Impact of GNC Freight Transportation
Many goods produced on the Corridor are consumed non-locally, either at other locations on the Corridor,
other locations in the U.S., or overseas markets. Consequently, the products need to be transported from
the Corridor farm, factory, mine, or other production facility to the consumption point. Similarly, goods
that are consumed by residents living on the Corridor or that are processed by industries on the Corridor
need to be shipped to the Corridor locations.

Economic Impact of GNC Freight Transportation
One way to measure the influence of freight transportation on the economies of a corridor is to quantify
the contribution relevant economic activity on the corridor makes to the overall economy of each state. To
estimate the economic impact of the GNC in each state, employment in freight transportation dependent
industries in the counties that define the Corridor was measured against the employment of comparable
industries in each state. The economic impact of freight transportation on the Corridor was assumed to be
proportional to the share of the employment of the Corridor counties in each state.
Exhibit 56 displays the impact freight transportation has on the economies of the GNC states. The table
shows the total GSP, the GSP attributable to industries relying on freight transportation, the influence of
freight transportation on the GNC, the percent of the freight dependent economy affected by the GNC,
and the percent of the total economy for each state.
Exhibit 56: Economic Impact of the GNC Corridor ($Millions)
Freight
GNC Freight
Percent of
Transportation Transportation
Freight
State
Total GSP
Dependent
Economic
Dependent
GSP
Impact
GSP
$58,230
$24,708
$2,854
11.6%
Idaho
$704,137
$258,726
$163,387
63.2%
Illinois
$298,273
$117,235
$92,342
78.8%
Minnesota
$42,139
$17,591
$3,831
21.8%
Montana
$49,509
$28,133
$20,394
72.5%
North Dakota
$210,243
$102,916
$67,268
65.4%
Oregon
$390,918
$139,808
$136,898
97.9%
Washington
$272,086
$111,987
$10,742
9.6%
Wisconsin
All GNC States
$2,025,535
$801,104
$497,715
62.1%

Percent of
Total GSP
4.9%
23.2%
31.0%
9.1%
41.2%
32.0%
35.0%
3.9%
24.6%

Freight transportation on the Corridor has an estimated impact of approximately $500 billion on the
combined economies of the GNC states. This impact represents 62 percent of the entire freight dependent
economies of the Northern Tier states and one-quarter of the total $2 trillion GSP for those states.
The GNC has the greatest impact on Illinois, with $164 billion of the state’s GSP contributed by freight
dependent industries in counties on the Corridor. Second is Washington, with $137 billion attributable to
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GNC freight transportation. Both states have significant economic centers located on the Corridor,
Chicago in the case of Illinois and Seattle/Tacoma in the case of Washington.
Sixty two percent of the freight dependent economy of the eight GNC states is driven by the GNC.
Because of the extensive employment in freight dependent industries on the Corridor in Washington,
Minnesota, and North Dakota, freight transportation has the greatest significant influence on the
economies. Ninety-eight percent of Washington’s freight transportation dependent economic activity is
located on the GNC. Freight dependent industries on the Corridor in Minnesota represent 79 percent of
the total freight dependent economy in the state. In North Dakota, 72 percent of the freight dependent
economy is influenced by the GNC.
In terms of share of the total economy, the GNC affects 41 percent of the North Dakota economy.
Washington and Oregon follow, with the GNC affecting 35 percent and 32 percent of the two economies,
respectively. Minnesota ranks a close fourth, with 31 percent of its economy influenced by the Corridor.
The impacts presented may be conservative. In many of the GNC states, the Corridor hinterland may
extend well beyond the counties falling within the 20-mile band used in this analysis, with far distant
transportation service providers accessing the Corridor.

Environmental Considerations on the GNC Corridor
While freight transportation contributes significantly to economic growth and development, it also affects
the environment. Increased energy consumption; emissions; noise; water pollution; accidents; and
disturbances to historic lands, habitats, and other land uses are byproducts of moving goods in any
corridor. The GNC and surrounding region are particularly sensitive to air, water, and noise pollution due
to its rural nature. National parks and forests and state parks and forests encompass large areas on the
Corridor region (Statmaster). The GNC states have over 129 million acres of forested land. National parks
make up 4.5 million acres, with the Corridor passing through Glacier National Park (Statistical Abstract).
Historic sites are also predominant throughout the GNC region. The Corridor is in the proximity of
numerous Native American tribes. More than 100 tribal nations are located in the eight Corridor states.

Benefits of GNC Rail Transportation
Chapter 3 highlighted the importance of motor carrier transportation to the economy of the Corridor.
Truck transportation moves the preponderance of freight on the GNC accounting for 63 percent of the
inbound tonnage, 59 percent of the outbound tonnage, and 80 percent of the tonnage that moves internally
on the Corridor. The negative economic externalities of trucking, however, are more significant than its
modal competition.
Rail transportation is not suitable for all shipments. However, for those shipments in which it is
competitive with truck, rail transportation demonstrates its greater public benefits. To evaluate the
benefits of freight rail transportation on the GNC, the consultant team adapted a methodology it has
developed that follows the guidance provided by the USDOT to evaluate the public merits of investment
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in rail transportation infrastructure. The methodology has been systematized in a proprietary model
known as PRISM™ (PRISM) that estimates the public benefits of the investment. A second module of
the model measures economic impacts such as employment and regional product.
For the purpose of determining the benefits of rail transportation on the Corridor, current truckcompetitive rail traffic was identified and the benefits of moving it by rail instead of truck were estimated.

Determining the Universe of Truck Competitive Traffic
Currently on Rail
Truck transportation is not competitive for all traffic on the GNC. In general, the comparative economics
of rail and truck transportation are such that rail transportation has a competitive advantage over motor
carriers for longer distance movements. The higher origin gathering and destination distribution costs of
rail transportation require longer lengths of haul to break even with truck transportation, which has lower
terminal costs but higher line-haul costs. Other considerations such as value of the product, shipment size,
frequency of service, reliability of service, customer loading and unloading capabilities, to name a few,
also affect the mode choice decision.
Given the amount and level of detail of information that would need to be collected to consider all the
decision criteria and the level of analysis required, identifying the rail traffic that is truck competitive was
based on commodity and distance. Any rail traffic originating or terminating on the Corridor with a length
of haul below those listed below was considered to be truck competitive.
Commodity
11 Coal
13 Oil
24 Lumber
29 Petroleum Products
32 Non-Metallic
Minerals
All Other

Mileage
500
100
700
200
500
1,000

As with the commodity flow analysis, BEAs were used as the origins and destinations of the traffic data.
Consequently, the mileages used to determine movement distances were approximations based on the
centroid of economic activity in each BEA. BEA to BEA mileages were provided by IHS Global Insight
(IHS).

Calculating Rail and Truck Mileage and Ton-Mileage
Benefits can be attributable to either reductions in vehicle miles or reductions in ton-miles. Numbers of
accidents, for example, are related to vehicle miles; fuel consumption, on the other hand, is a function of
gross ton miles. Consequently, both vehicle miles and ton miles of the potentially truck competitive
traffic were calculated.
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Much of the rail traffic that moves on the GNC either originates or terminates at locations other than on
the Corridor. Consequently, the impacts of diverting freight from one mode to another would not only
affect the GNC region, but also other areas of North America through which the freight passes. Mileages
of movements were based on the ultimate origins and ultimate destinations, with vehicle miles and ton
miles calculated accordingly.

Estimating the Benefits of Rail Transportation
The comparisons of rail and truck transportation were made across several categories of impact as
stipulated by USDOT in its guidance (BCA for TIGER). These are outlined below and will be discussed
further:


State of Good Repair
o Avoided Pavement Damage - Urban
o Avoided Pavement Damage - Rural
 Economic Competitiveness
o Customer Cost Savings
 Livability
o Avoided Highway Delay
 Sustainability
o Reduced Fuel Consumption
o Avoided NOx
o Avoided Particulate Matter (PM)
o Avoided Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
o Avoided CO2
 Safety
o Avoided Fatalities
o Avoided Injuries
o Avoided Damages
Benefits were calculated on a nationwide basis, as a majority of the rail traffic either originates or
terminates off the Corridor. Thus, the off-Corridor segments share in the benefits. Moreover, the
TRANSEARCH™ data did not permit identification of on-Corridor and off-Corridor mileages.

Truck Competitive Traffic Summary-Year 2012
Exhibit 57 summarizes the 2012 volume of rail traffic, by movement category and traffic type, that could
feasibly move by truck due to trip distances. Described differently, the volumes represent avoided truck
traffic due to rail service on the GNC.
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Exhibit 57: 2012 GNC Truck Competitive Rail Traffic
Carload

Intermodal

Total
GNC Tons

Avoided
Truck
Tons

Avoided
Trucks

Percent

Total
GNC
Tons

Avoided
Truck
Tons

Avoided
Trucks

Percent

Outbound

84,116,939

25,701,004

1,485,607

30.60%

5,324,999

1,445,627

83,562

27.10%

Inbound

72,026,059

19,378,745

1,120,159

26.90%

2,934,786

266,514

15,405

9.10%

Internal

125,214,052

85,124,733

4,920,505

68.00%

15,334,316

4,150,029

239,886

27.10%

281,357,050

130,204,482

7,526,271

46.30%

23,594,102

5,862,170

338,854

24.80%

In 2012, 130 million tons (approximately 7.5 million trucks) of GNC carload traffic could have been
competitively handled by motor carriers based on the length of haul criteria. Three hundred forty
thousand intermodal GNC rail unit intermodal tons were found to be truck competitive.
With respect to the traffic categories, the low attractiveness of truck transportation for shipping crude oil,
petroleum products, and lumber and their significance to outbound traffic affect the diversion potential of
outbound carload traffic. Coal, the largest inbound commodity, also has limited diversion potential, which
affects the diversion of inbound traffic.
Intermodal traffic is less truck competitive because of its longer trip distances. This is particularly evident
in the inbound diversion potential, which was far less than the other categories. This can be attributed to
the longer lengths of haul of the inbound traffic, as it includes a significant volume of containers destined
for Seattle that originated on the eastern end of the Corridor.
Exhibit 58 presents the combined on-Corridor and off-Corridor modal impacts of GNC truck competitive
traffic moving by rail. More than 41 billion ton miles of truck traffic were handled as rail carload traffic in
2012. This is equivalent to eliminating 2.7 billion truck miles from the nation’s roadways.

Outbound
Inbound
Internal

Exhibit 58: 2012 GNC Truck Competitive Rail Traffic - Ton Miles
Ton Mile Impact (Millions)
Rail Ton Mile Impact
Truck Ton Mile Impact
(Increase)
(Avoided)
19,489
709
16,279
609
10,486
193
8,813
166
17,414
1,142
16,203
1,011
47,389
2,044
41,295
1,786

Rail Circuity
120%
119%
107%
115%

Although traffic internal to the Corridor represented the largest volume of divertible carload tonnage, as
shown earlier in Exhibit 57, outbound carload traffic represented the largest number of ton miles due to
longer lengths of haul attributable to the off-Corridor segment of the move.
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The decrease in truck ton miles does not equal the increased rail ton miles. Rail routes connecting two
locations are typically less direct than highway routes since shipping by rail almost always requires a
truck trip to the rail line and another to take the cargo from the railroad to the final destination.
Consequently, rail traffic incurs more mileage than truck traffic between the same origin-destination pair.
Exhibit 58 displays the average circuity of the rail carload and intermodal movements. Rail circuity
averages 115 percent for carload traffic and 114 percent for intermodal traffic.
Exhibit 59 presents the impact in truck miles. GNC rail service reduced truck traffic on roadways across
the nation by nearly 2.5 billion truck miles in 2012 with 2.4 billion stemming from carload traffic that
avoided the highways.
Exhibit 59: Nationwide Avoided Truck Miles - 2012
Avoided Truck Miles (Millions)
Carload Rail
Intermodal
Total
941.0
35.2
976.2
Outbound
509.4
9.6
519.0
Inbound
936.6
58.4
995.0
Internal
2,387.0
103.3
2,490.3

Truck Competitive Traffic Summary-Year 2035
Traffic projections were developed for 2035 to assess the future impacts of rail service on the Corridor.
Commodity and region specific growth factors drawn from the Freight Analysis Framework (FAF-3)
database were used as a basis for the forecasts. The FAF-3 growth factors were validated against future
trends identified in Tech Memo 3, specifically, the following trends:


Increase in U.S. manufacturing: Several factors contribute, such as energy self-sufficiency
lowering manufacturing costs and supply chain optimization leading to growth of manufacturing
to the U.S.



Overall increase in intermodal transportation: Tighter regulations and changing demographics
continue producing over the road driver shortages.



Increase in domestic intermodal transportation: Issues include driver shortages, dedicated and
private fleets locking up capacity, trucking companies adopting regional business models focused
on dedicated relationships vs. scattering trucks, and improved railroad short haul efficiencies
expanding domestic intermodal.
Near-term increase in Bakken CBR shipments: Continued energy exploration would drive
growth in fracking states.



The total GNC tonnage and the component diverted from truck are shown in Exhibit 60.
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Exhibit 60: 2035 GNC Truck Competitive Rail Traffic - Tons
Carload

Intermodal

Total
GNC Tons

Avoided
Truck
Tons

Avoided
Trucks

Total
GNC
Tons

Avoided
Truck
Tons

Avoided
Trucks

Percent

Outbound

218,049,919

60,616,055

3,503,818

27.8%

9,878,015

2,062,828

119,239

20.9%

Inbound

134,744,617

36,271,816

2,096,637

26.9%

4,832,272

436,982

25,259

9.0%

Internal

302,836,997

172,873,827

9,992,707

57.1%

33,010,973

7,068,804

408,601

21.4%

655,631,533

269,761,697

15,593,162

41.1%

47,721,260

9,568,615

553,099

20.1%

Percent

In 2035, GNC rail traffic is projected to include 270 million tons of carload traffic and 10 million tons of
intermodal traffic considered to be truck competitive. This represents 41 percent and 20 percent of the
carload and intermodal traffic, respectively.
Exhibit 61 expresses the truck competitive traffic in ton miles. The projected truck competitive carload
traffic will produce 118.2 billion rail ton miles in 2035. The truck competitive intermodal traffic will
amount to 3.3 billion ton miles. If that traffic were to move over the highway, it would generate 102.5
billion tons of truck traffic and 2.9 billion ton miles of truck traffic.

Outbound
Inbound
Internal

Exhibit 61: 2035 GNC Truck Competitive Rail Traffic - Ton Miles
Ton Mile Impact - (Millions)
Rail Ton Mile Impact
Truck Ton Mile Impact
(Increase)
(Avoided)
47,431
1,126
39,565
958
15,902
193
13,345
166
54,842
2,029
49,559
1,788
118,176
3,347
102,469
2,912

Rail Circuity
120%
119%
111%
115%

Exhibit 62 presents the impact in truck miles. GNC rail service is expected to reduce truck traffic on
roadways across the nation by nearly 6.1 billion truck miles in 2035 with 5.9 billion stemming from
carload traffic that avoided the highways
Exhibit 62: Nationwide Avoided Miles - 2035
Avoided Truck Miles - (Millions)
Carload Rail
Intermodal
Total
2,287.0
55.4
2,342.4
Outbound
771.4
9.6
781.0
Inbound
2,864.7
103.4
2,968.1
Internal
5,923.1
168.3
6,091.4
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Public Benefit of Freight Rail in the GNC
As estimated from the traffic analysis, rail service on the GNC potentially eliminated 42.9 billion ton
miles of truck traffic, or 2.5 billion truck VMT, from the U.S. highway system. The volume expands
almost three-fold in 2035. The benefits associated with this level of truck traffic in each of the five
categories are described below.
State of Good Repair
In its TIGER guidance, the U.S. DOT recognizes avoided pavement damage as an important measure of
the value of state of good repair. Avoided truck traffic leads to decreased pavement damage and pavement
damage repair costs.
To estimate the pavement cost reduction benefits, avoided urban truck trips and rural truck trips needed to
be treated separately because of differing costs of maintaining pavement to a state of good repair. The
GNC analysis assumed that truck vehicle miles were split, with 18 percent on urban highways and 82
percent on rural roadways. The splits were based on estimated urban and rural highway use by the freight
that could be diverted. Estimated avoided maintenance cost is based on highway maintenance cost per
vehicle mile of $0.553 for urban areas and $0.172 per vehicle mile for rural areas based on the Federal
Highway Administration (Addendum). This assumes the use of 80 kip 5-axle combination units. A kip is
a unit of mass, equal to 1,000 lbs., i.e., one-half of a short ton, and is used as a unit of deadweight to
compute shipping charges.
Exhibit 63 presents the estimated reduction in highway maintenance costs by eliminating the truck
competitive traffic from the roadways for 2012 and 2035.
Exhibit 63: State of Good Repair Nationwide Savings
2012
2035
448,254,581 1,096,455,063
Urban Truck VMT Avoided
$0.553
$0.553
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage per Urban
VMT
$237,734,881
$589,902,999
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage-Urban
2,042,048,645 4,994,961,954
Rural Truck VMT Avoided
$0.172
$0.172
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage per Rural
VMT
$336,668,148
$835,390,877
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage-Rural
Total Value of Avoided Pavement Damage
$574,403,029 $1,425,293,875

Rail service on the GNC avoided $574 million of pavement damage in 2012. Annual savings are expected
to reach $1.4 billion in 2035. In 2012, the monetized benefit of avoiding urban and rural damage was
$238 million and $337 million, respectively, reaching $590 million and $835 million.
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Economic Competiveness
For the purpose of a benefits analysis, one measure of improvement in economic competiveness is
reduction in customer costs. Exhibit 64 shows the estimated decease in customer costs based on the
estimated traffic diverted in 2012 and projected for 2035.
Exhibit 64: Economic Competiveness Nationwide Savings - Carload
2012
2035
41,773,203,326 102,469,243,936
Truck Ton Miles Avoided
$0.100
$0.100
Customer Cost per Ton Mile - Truck
$4,177,320,333 $10,246,924,394
Truck Cost Avoided
47,389,549,149 118,175,596,919
Rail Ton Miles Increased
$0.031
$0.031
Customer Cost per Ton Mile - Rail
$1,483,292,888
$3,698,896,184
Rail Cost Increase
Customer Cost Savings

$2,694,027,444

$6,548,028,210

The estimated cost reductions are based on rate information drawn from a recent survey of trucking
companies (3rd DAT Survey). The carload rail rate was based on 2012 BNSF freight revenues and
revenue ton-miles drawn from the BNSF R-1 report filed with the Surface Transportation Board (Class I
Railroad Annual Report). The estimated cost savings for 2012 are $2.6 billion, with savings of $6.5
billion expected in 2035.
Truck rates for intermodal competitive traffic and intermodal rail rates were calculated from information
provided in an assessment of the public benefits associated with investing BNSF’s Transcon Corridor.1
GNC intermodal shippers saved $46 million in 2012, expected to reach $74 million in 2035.
Exhibit 65: Economic Competiveness Nationwide Savings - Intermodal
2012
2035
1,786,450,518
2,912,270,455
Truck Ton Miles Avoided
$0.12
$0.12
Customer Cost per Ton Mile - Truck
$212,721,854
$346,779,025
Truck Cost Avoided
2,043,047,986
3,347,463,264
Rail Ton Miles Increased
$0.08
$0.08
Customer Cost per Ton Mile - Rail
$166,514,316
$272,827,931
Rail Cost Increase
Customer Cost Savings

$46,207,538

$73,951,094
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Livability
The third category is livability, which USDOT defines as reduced congestion. The following two exhibits
provide different yet complementary perspectives on existing congestion and its costs.2 Congestion costs
shown in the two exhibits are represented by the increase in operating expense to the trucking industry
attributable to congestion related delays.
Exhibit 66 presents each state’s share of national congestion costs. States in the center of the GNC, like
Idaho, Montana, and North Dakota, bear a very small share of national congestion costs. Shares of these
states are some of the lowest in the country. On the other hand, trucking delays in Illinois are a major
contributor to the nation’s congestion cost, as are delays Minnesota and Washington, although somewhat
less so.
Exhibit 66: State Shares of National Congestion Costs
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Exhibit 67 offers a different, but similar, perspective on congestion, presenting it in terms of costs per
mile. The map shows that large areas of little congestion dominate the Corridor particularly between
Minneapolis and Seattle. The larger metropolitan areas, and to some extent the smaller cities, and major
metropolitan arterials incur the greater costs.
Exhibit 67: Cost of Congestion per Mile

To determine the impact that rail service has had on reducing congestion, the truck competitive traffic
flows were mapped on the highway network using a proprietary network model. As with calculating
mileages for origin-destination pairs to determine truck and rail trip lengths, assigning truck flows
required identifying a centroid location for each BEA.
Exhibit 68 shows the distribution of average daily truck trips for the truck competitive traffic. The truck
traffic flows are heavily concentrated in those areas that suffer the most congestion. Both the more
populated eastern and western ends of the Corridor benefit most from the rail service.
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Exhibit 68: Truck Competitive Traffic Highway Flows - 2012

USDOT benefit-cost guidance provides a methodology to quantify the impacts of reduced congestion. To
estimate the impacts of reducing truck traffic, reductions in hours of highway delay nationwide were
estimated using an average number of hours of delay per VMT in urban areas. The delay parameter,
0.0012 hours per VMT, was drawn from a study prepared by the Texas Transportation Institute in 2012
(Schrank, Urban Mobility Report). To calculate the number of urban VMTs, the same assumption of the
percent of VMTs generated in urban areas as that for the State of Good Repair analysis was used. The
value of each hour of delay is $18.90 (BCA for TIGER).
Exhibit 69 describes the benefits associated with reducing congestion.
Exhibit 69: Value of Avoided Delays
2012
2,913,655
Avoided Hours of Urban Hwy
Delay
$18.90
Value of Hour of Time Savings
Value of Avoided Hwy Delay
$55,068,075

2035
7,126,958
$18.90
$134,699,504
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Sustainability
The sustainability category comprises two elements: reduced fuel consumption and reduced emissions.
The latter includes the following:





Avoided NOx
Avoided Particulate Matter (PM)
Avoided Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
Avoided CO2

Reduced Fuel Consumption
Motor carrier fuel consumption rates were derived from the U.S. Energy Information Administration
(EIA), which provides estimates of fuel efficiency through 2040. The rates are tabulated by the EIA in
“Transportation Sector Key Indicators and Delivered Energy Consumption (Components).” “Freight
truck” energy efficiency was used to calculate avoided truck fuel consumption based on the reduced
VMTs. Freight truck fuel use was 6.69 vehicle miles per gallon in 2012 and projected to be 7.76 vehicle
miles per gallon in 2035. A rail fuel consumption rate of 478 ton miles per gallon developed by the
National Waterways Foundation was used for 2012 (A Modal Comparison). This increased to 565 ton
miles per gallon in 2035 based on projected railroad fuel efficiency improvements by the EIA.
Fuel Prices
Fuel taxes are considered a pecuniary benefit, or transfer payment. Therefore, they cannot validly be
included in benefit calculations. Federal and state taxes estimated by the EIA are eliminated from the end
user fuel prices. Diesel fuel cost for the 2012 analysis was $2.90 per gallon and $3.34 per gallon for the
2035 determination of benefits. No allowance was made for wholesale purchases typically made by the
railroads.
Emission Rates
Emission rates for trucks were developed using the EPA MOVES model for long-haul Long Combination
Vehicles (LCV) operating at a speed of 55 miles per hour. Exhibit 70 displays the emissions rates.
Exhibit 70: Truck Emissions Rates (Grams per VMT)
Emissions Type
NOX
PM10
VOCs

2012
6.223
0.432
0.259

2035
1.332
0.045
0.039

Rail emissions of NOX, PM10, and VOCs were estimated based on the U.S. EPA Emissions Factors for
Locomotives (Emission Factors). The 2035 rail emissions rates reflect the assumption that the rail
locomotives will be able to attain the same level of emissions improvement as trucks by 2035. Rail
emissions rates for NOX, PM10, and VOCs are shown in Exhibit 71. The rate of carbon dioxide emissions
for both rail and truck was 22.2 pounds per gallon (Emission Facts).
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Exhibit 71: Rail Emissions Rates (Grams per Gallon)
Emissions Type

2012

2035

NOX

129

37

PM10

6.7

1.5

VOCs

6.0

1.4

Value of Emissions
The values emissions were sourced from the 2014 TIGER Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) resource guide
published by USDOT. The values for non-greenhouse gas are shown in Exhibit 72.
Exhibit 72: Non-CO2 Emissions Costs
Cost Per
Emissions Type
Metric Ton
$7,877
NOX
$3,584
PM10
$1,999
VOCs
The cost per ton of carbon emissions varies in real dollars. The value for 2013 is $39.00, increasing to
$62.00 in 2035.
Exhibit 73 presents the sustainability savings. The availability of GNC rail service led to nationwide
sustainability savings of $903 million in 2012. The savings consists of $780 million in fuel consumption
and $123 million in avoided emissions. In 2035, the nationwide savings attributable to the GNC rail
service increases to $2.2 billion, $1.8 billion in fuel savings, and $400 million in sustainability benefits.
Exhibit 73: Sustainability Nationwide Savings
2012
2035
268,827,159
569,891,357
Fuel Consumption (gallons) avoided
2,156
2,175
NOX metric tons avoided
384
124
PM metric tons avoided
23
43
VOC metric tons avoided
2,707,022
5,738,664
CO2 metric tons avoided
$2.90
$3.34
Value per gallon of Fuel Consumption
avoided
$7,877
$7,877
Value per ton of NOX avoided
$3,584
$3,584
Value per ton of PM avoided
$1,999
$1,999
Value per ton of VOC avoided
$39
$62
Value per ton of CO2 avoided
$779,598,762 $1,850,770,346
Value of Fuel Consumption avoided
$16,982,567
$16,653,980
Value of NOX avoided
$1,376,480
$432,142
Value of PM avoided
$46,205
$84,016
Value of VOC avoided
$105,573,876
$345,952,497
Value of CO2 avoided
Total Sustainability Savings

$903,577,891 $2,213,892,981
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Safety
Rail is a relatively safe mode of transportation with a lower rate of injuries and fatalities than trucking.
According to a study for the National Waterways Foundation, the rate of injuries for trucks is about
0.087534 per million ton-miles, whereas the comparable rate for rail is 0.005183 per million ton-miles.
The rate of fatalities per million ton-miles is 0.003829 for trucking and 0.000525 per million ton-miles for
rail (A Modal Comparison).
The cost savings that arise from reducing the number of accidents include direct savings (e.g., reduced
personal medical expenses, lost wages, and lower individual insurance premiums), as well as significant
avoided costs to society (e.g., second party medical and litigation fees, emergency response costs,
incident congestion costs, and litigation costs). The value of all such benefits – both direct and societal –
could also be approximated by the cost of service disruptions to other travelers, emergency response costs
to the region, medical costs, litigation costs, vehicle damages, and economic productivity loss due to
worker inactivity. The costs of each injury and each fatality were taken from the 2014 TIGER BenefitCost Analysis (BCA) resource guide published by USDOT.
The safety related savings are presented in Exhibit 74. GNC rail service reduced truck related fatalities
by 164 and truck related injuries by 3,771 in 2012. The reductions in fatalities and injuries are expected to
increase to 403 fatalities and 9,224 injuries in 2035.
Exhibit 74: Safety Nationwide Savings
2012
2035
26
63
Fatal Crashes from Rail
256
629
Injury Crashes from Rail
164
403
Fatal Crashes Avoided from Truck
3,771
9,224
Injury Crashes Avoided from Truck
138
339
Fatal Crashes Avoided
3,514
8,594
Injury Crashes Avoided
$9,100,000
$9,100,000
Value per Fatal Crash
$27,600
$27,600
Value per Injury Crash
$1,264,044,236 $3,089,015,019
Value of Fatal Crashes Avoided
$97,010,054
$237,204,854
Value of Injury Crashes Avoided
Value of All Crashes Avoided

$1,361,372,987 $3,326,219,873
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Summary
The removal of truck competitive GNC rail traffic from the highways produced nationwide public
benefits of $4.8 billion in 2012 as shown in Exhibit 75 based on USDOT recommended procedures for
determining public benefits. The public benefits increase to $11.5 billion in 2035.
Exhibit 75: Summary of Nationwide Public Benefits of GNC Rail Service (2012$)
2012
2035
$574,403,029 $1,425,293,875
State of Good Repair
$2,740,234,982 $6,621,979,305
Economic Competitiveness
$55,068,075
$134,699,504
Livability
$903,577,891 $2,213,892,981
Sustainability
$1,361,372,987 $3,326,219,873
Safety
Total

$5,634,658,976 $13,722,087,574

Economic Competiveness Impact of GNC Freight Rail Service
The savings to shippers attributable to the lower cost of rail transportation has an impact on the economy,
affecting employment, economic output, and taxes, as well as GDP. An approach to measuring that
impact using input-output analysis was applied to the shipper savings described earlier. Exhibit 76
outlines the approach to estimating the economic impact.
Exhibit 76: Economic Impact Analysis Flow Chart
Shipper Savings
(dollars)

50%

Shipper Savings
Retained and
Reinvested
(dollars)

25%

Shipper Savings
Passed on to
Consumers
(dollars)

Economic Multipliers
Multiplied to
Economy
(jobs, output,
taxes)

25%

Shipper Savings
Bottom Line
(dollars)

Economic Multipliers

Multiplied to
Economy
(jobs, output,
taxes)

Economic Output

When rail customers receive reductions in shipping costs, the savings can be treated by the shipper in one
of three ways. First, they could be retained by the shippers themselves and reinvested into their
companies. Second, the savings could be passed on to consumers directly in the form of lower prices.
Finally, the savings could be retained as bottom line profits for the industry.
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Parsons Brinckerhoff’s PRISM™ provides for industry-specific allocations of savings. However, for the
purpose of this analysis, and absent further empirical data, the assignment of savings to each category was
the same for all industries. The default allocation in PRISM™ is for 50 percent of the shipper savings to
be retained and reinvested in the industry, 25 percent of the shipper savings to be passed on to consumers,
and the remaining 25 percent to be retained as bottom line profits.

Shipper Savings Retained and Reinvested
The savings that are retained and reinvested contribute to the economy. PRISM™ allocates savings across
industries using the structure of the relevant economy according to IMPLAN. Input-output multipliers are
applied to estimate output, jobs, and tax impacts.

Shipper Savings to Consumers
For this analysis, PRISM™ assumes that 25 percent of all shipper savings would be in the form of lower
costs to consumers. Those savings are the equivalent of an after-tax increase in household income and are
treated accordingly using the appropriate input-output algorithms. This produces a set of economic
impacts of output, employment, and state and federal taxes.

Shipper Savings as Bottom Line Profits
It is assumed that the remaining 25 percent of shipper savings are converted to bottom-line profits. The
value of these savings is estimated using the same method described in the Shipper Savings Retained and
Reinvested section. However, these savings are not cascaded throughout the economy, as they are
retained by the industry. While no multiplier effect exists, the savings contribute to the final output
estimate in PRISM™.
The economic impacts capturing the truck competitive traffic moving by rail are presented in Exhibit 77.

Employment
(Job Years)
123,240
391,266

Exhibit 77: National Economic Impact of GNC Rail Service
2012 Impacts
Labor Income
Total Value Added
Output
($ Millions)
($ Millions)
($ Millions)
$2,170.9
$3,294.9
$5,637.7
2035 Impacts
$6,892.4
$10,460.8
$17,898.7

In 2012, by converting motor carrier traffic to rail, the GNC rail service produced 123,240 person years of
employment with an aggregate income of $2,170.9 million. It also contributed $3.2 billion value added to
the GDP on an increase of $5.6 billion in economic output. The impact increases to 391 thousand person
years of employment with an income of $6.9 billion. The contribution to the GNP is projected to reach
$10.5 billion on output of $17.9 billion.
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Logistics Land Use
Major Logistics Initiatives
Plans are in place to expand or improve three logistics facilities. The improvements are being supported
by recent TIGER applications.
The Kalispell/FCEDA Rail Park would expand regional intermodal access and provide a facility that
would relocate existing rail-dependent industries, as well as a location for new rail served benefits. The
existing rail line constrains pedestrian connectivity and prohibits the expansion of other businesses
throughout the Core Area of Kalispell. The Rail Park will make possible appropriate industrial
development at a centrally located site. The facility will also improve the connectivity between rail and
highway modes.
The Port of Montana received a TIGER III grant of $10 million in 2009 to complete the inland port,
providing it with the ability to accommodate container unit trains or over dimensional wind energy
components. The Port of Northern Montana is located in Shelby, Montana, about 35 miles south of the
Canadian border. The Port focuses on bulk and break-bulk commodities and serves various types of
transloading, including lumber, palletized, and rail car. Current major commodities are focused on
agricultural and related products.
The Port of Quincy includes the only intermodal terminal in Central Washington. The intermodal
terminal is located on a BNSF Railway mainline and includes over 10,000 feet of track, a container
maintenance facility, and a cleaning facility. The intermodal terminal is an integral component of an
inland port complex that includes nearly one million square feet of warehouse capacity. It also supports
bulk and retail distribution centers. Through a TIGER VI grant application, the Port was seeking to
expand its intermodal terminal.

Future Logistics Development
Supply Chain Trends
Several supply chain trends are emerging that will affect logistics development on the Corridor.
Agriculture. Agriculture is positioned to have a larger role in the U.S. economy. It can be expected
that the U.S. will narrow its trade deficit by exporting goods that are capital-intensive and
continuing to import goods that are labor-intensive. Agriculture, which is increasingly capitalintensive, will gain importance as an export. The well-established agricultural sector of the
GNC’s states positions the area to benefit from that trend.
Resource Industries. Resource-dependent industries include both traditional extraction/natural
resource industries and other sectors that require raw inputs such as water or chemicals. The
GNC’s natural resources include oil, ores, lumber, and non-metallic minerals such as sand gravel,
and stone. These industries rely more than other sectors on rail freight. Given the reliance on rail,
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eliminating current capacity problems will expand logistics capabilities serving resource
industries.
Retail and Wholesale Trade. The retail sector is witnessing a shift from the traditional silo
perspective that separated e-commerce from brick-and-mortar store operations to a more
comprehensive focus on omni-channel retail sales. The GNC region may be able to build on
assets such as lower cost land, available infrastructure capacity, and proximity to large markets to
support rapid-fulfillment to other urban areas in the PNW and east end of the Corridor, where
high costs or low reliability make distribution center locations a less attractive option.

Retail and Wholesale Trade as an Opportunity
The GNC is well established in agriculture and resource logistics. Significant volumes of agriculture
products and extracted resources already move on the Corridor. The GNC logistics service providers are
experienced with the infrastructure, processes, and services to respond to supply chain changes in
agriculture and natural resources.
Changes to the retail and wholesale supply chains are more significant. The requirements of increased ecommerce and higher expectations for brick and mortar store services are driving the changes. Several
distribution models have evolved.




Cross-Docks: This model is a direct transfer between trucks or between a railcar and trucks. Very
little automation and staffing are required. Inventory holding costs are low, as storage times are
minimal. Labor costs are low, and warehousing costs are eliminated. This model works best with
high volume distribution lanes.
Big Box/E-Commerce Distribution Center (DC): This model is a highly-automated facility
from which products are shipped to retail stores or, in the case of e-commerce operations, directly
to customers. These facilities are owned and operated by a single firm to meet its supply chain
requirements. The DCs store a wide range of products that arrive at the facility in truckload lots
until ordered by the retail store or customer. The central storage and distribution offered by the
DC replaces shipping small lot-sizes from multiple vendors to multiple customers. Although
highly automated, multiple activities drive costs. Storing products also has a cost in terms of both
required space and carrying inventory.



Multi-Tenant Distribution Centers: This model is similar in size and functionality to the single
tenant center. These centers are typically operated by a logistics service provider serving multiple
clients from a single location. Inbound products arrive in full trailers, while outbound shipments
are delivered to retail establishments or directly to customers in parcel-sized trucks.



Tiered Distribution: This model is the newest concept involving multiple facilities. In a two-tier
system, a large distribution center stores a wide range of products that arrive in large lot-sizes.
The mega-DC can cost-effectively supply products in truckloads to smaller regional DCs in or
closer to the geographic markets. The regional DCs, in turn, serve retail establishments. The mega
DC, which can be one million square feet, can be located in a rural area, where it takes advantage
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of less costly land while avoiding the congestion of close-to-market locations. Essential to the
success of the two-tiered model is access to rail and highway transportation.
With the expansion of the tiered distribution method, retail space will be replaced by distribution space.
DCs will become bigger and more efficient with increased demands. The GNC provides an opportunity
for locating a two-tiered mega distribution system. Four major markets are possible, and Seattle and
Chicago have been identified as leading candidate locations for developing such a system.
Exhibit 78 shows the expected development of the tiered distribution concept.
Exhibit 78: Nationwide Implementation of the Two-Tiered Distribution Center Model

Implementing the tiered concept could result in significant logistics development in rural areas near
Seattle and Chicago along the Corridor. Both rail and highway capacity improvements on the GNC will
facilitate this development.
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Conclusion
The GNC is important to the Northern Tier moving both domestic and international freight. The economy
of the eight GNC states is driven by transportation along the Corridor with nearly one-quarter of the
Northern Tier economy affected by the Corridor. More than 40 percent of North Dakota’s economy, with
much of its activity located on the Corridor, is enabled by transportation on the Corridor. Similarly much
of the economic activity in the PNW is driven by the Corridor.
The GNC provides significant public benefits by reducing motor carrier traffic on the nation’s highways
and in the nation’s metropolitan areas. In 2012, the GNC removed 7.8 million trucks from the national
highway network. By 2035, that amount will more than double to 16.1 million trucks annually. The 7.8
million trucks would have traveled 2.5 billion miles contributing significantly to highway wear and tear
as well as adversely affecting the environment; in 2035, the 16.1 million trucks will incur 6.1 billion truck
miles further increasing highway and environmental damage. Avoiding those truck miles in 2012
produced $5.6 billion in public benefits across the nation. In 2035, the GNC is projected to generate $13.8
billion in public benefits from reduced truck travel.
Part of that public benefit flows directly to the nation’s shippers and consumers. In 2012, the cost of
shipping was reduced by $2.7 billion in 2012 and is projected to reach $6.5 billion in 2035. This translates
to $3.3 billion in GDP growth in 2012 and $10.5 billion in growth in 2035.
Today, the GNC heavily supports the energy and agriculture industry as well as commerce at ports. In the
future, the continued return of manufacturing to the US as well as the changing consumer products supply
chain will benefit the Corridor, requiring investment throughout the Corridor to maintain and improve its
the safety, efficiency and connectivity.
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Chapter 5: Preparing the GNC for the Future
When submitting the grant application that funded this study effort, members of the GNC Coalition
identified the following goals and objectives for GNC planning and study efforts:
GNC Coalition Goals
 To position the Great Northern Corridor as a national leader and model of collaboration
and coordination among transportation alliances in eight states and bordering Canadian
provinces;
 To sustain and enhance the economic vitality and global competiveness of the region;
 To support efficiencies that reduce the transportation carbon footprint;
 To support a sustainable and secure energy future;
 To support freight compatible land‐use development along the corridor;
 To invest in a 21st Century transportation system that utilizes diverse revenue and
financing mechanisms;
 To support a seamless, efficient, and integrated freight system;
 To encourage optimal modal freight movement based on efficiency, demand, capacity,
and environmental sustainability;
 To implement advanced operations and technology solutions to improve freight mobility.
GNC Coalition Objectives
 Assess transportation infrastructure to determine critical components along the Corridor;
 Identify relevant freight performance measures for the Corridor;
 Based on current and projected demand, identify corridor bottlenecks/chokepoints
through 2035;
 Identify potential innovative operations and technology solutions for corridor
improvements;
 Identify scope and sequence of current and potential corridor improvements to develop
and implement projects;
 Estimate and refine project costs based on actual stakeholder data;
 Identify and secure potential diverse funding and financing alternatives;
 Establish the Coalition as a “go‐to” resource;
 Enhance and expand communications and outreach with existing and potential member
organizations;
 Report initiatives, outcomes and successes to a broader constituency; and
 Assess broad potential environmental impacts of proposed corridor improvement
activities, consistent with state and federal environmental requirements.
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Identifying Essential Improvements and Initiatives
Previous chapters examined forecasted freight flows on the Corridor and explored how the Corridor might
prepare to remain a vital commercial artery under a wide array of possible futures. This chapter examines
projects and initiatives required to achieve the Corridor’s goals and objectives over the next 10 years.
To initiate this action agenda, project lists were assembled from prior planning efforts and stakeholder
input into a Corridor project list and categorized into project groups. Potential areas for initiative
development were also identified during the Coalition’s scenario workshop. The intent is to identify the
types of projects and initiatives that, when implemented, will leverage the Corridor’s ability to continue to
serve the area’s communities and customers, enabling each state’s economy to grow strategically. It was
the Coaltion’s initial intent to develop an inclusive project list in this phase that could be used as a
foundation for future work. Unfortunately, due to the timing of this phase in comparison to the planning
cycles of the eight states, only a partial list of potential projects (137 total) could be identified at this time.
The Coaltion plans to continue developing/refining a Coaltion-wide project list in the next phase of the
current project.

Project Evaluation Methodology
The project priority analysis began by evaluating project feasibility and identifying potential fatal flaws.
First, projects were assembled into the initial project list and identified by project type. Project types are
based on MAP-21 freight project eligibility guidance and input from members of the Coalition. A vetting
process reduced the initial list of eleven project types down to five project type categories: 1) Economic
Development, 2) Community Impact ad Safety Improvements, 3) First/Last Mile Improvements, 4) Rail
Capacity Enhancements, and 5) Policies and Initiatives.
The next step was to finalize the project evaluation criteria by which future potential projects could be
prioritized. Starting with a sample of well-defined construction-ready projects, an initial criteria set was
tested. Documentation packages for 10 Capital TIGER VI applications submitted by Coalition members
were used as example projects for scoring projects against the draft evaluation criteria. Based on the
sample evaluation process, the following draft criteria where used for the initial project evaluation:











Demonstrated commercial demand and need for a proposed improvement
Volume of freight required to ensure an improvement’s long-term economic viability
Engineering standards and design requirements for different types of freight infrastructure
Operational viability, maintenance cost coverage, efficiency, safety, and security
Performance criteria – including reducing congestion and improving traffic flow
Economic development and land use benefits (e.g., increasing jobs and supporting smart
growth)
Environmental considerations, including emissions
Local support and consistency with transportation plans
Project readiness, including ROW purchases and environmental clearances completed
Funding availability
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How does this project benefit the Corridor? Does the project address the following?
o How much of the traffic is multi-modal?
o What is the project’s proximity to an intermodal facility?
o Should it be considered a “top 10” Corridor project?
o What problem does it solve?
o Does it improve the capacity of the Corridor?

These criteria are subject to further refinement as this research progresses in Phase 2.
Exhibit 79 presents the five project categories, general attributes for each category, and example projects
under each category based on TIGER VI Grant applications on the Corridor in 2014.
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Exhibit 79: GNC Project Categories, Category Attributes and Project Examples
Project
Type Category
1. Economic
Development

a. Port terminal expansion/improvements
b. Industrial park development/improvements

2. Community
Impact and Safety
Improvements

a. At-grade crossing safety improvements
b. Rail-highway grade separations
c. Rail relocation project

3. First/Last Mile
Improvements

a. Intermodal connector improvements
b. Roadway improvements, including
interchange improvements, truck lanes, etc.
c. Port access and connections
a. Includes rail over rail grade separation and
technology enhancements

4. Rail Capacity
Enhancements

5. Policies and
Initiatives

Project Category Attributes

a. Supports the Great Northern Corridor
Coalition’s stated policies and helps the
Coalition strive toward the goals identified in
its initiatives

TIGER 2014 Application Examples
 Kalispell/FCEDA Rail Park
 Connecting the Inland Pacific Hub Multimodal Centers to the Global
Marketplace
 Port of Quincy Intermodal Terminal Infrastructure Expansion
 Port of Seattle Terminal 46 Modernization - Seattle, WA
 Port of Tacoma Terminal 4 Pier Modernization - Tacoma, WA
 Port of Longview SR 432 At-Grade Highway/Rail Crossing
Elimination project
 S.E. Main Avenue/20th Street/21st Street Railroad Grade Separation
Project - Moorhead, Minnesota
 Northern Columbia Basin Rail
 Port of Portland Marine Terminal Freight & Jobs Access Project
 Pembina/Emerson Gateway Project (land port of entry)
 North Portland and Peninsula Junction Passenger and Freight Rail
Improvements Project, Portland, Oregon
 East Metro Rail Fluidity Project: BNSF/UP Grade Separation - St.
Paul, Minnesota
 Skagit River Bridge Replacement and Roadway Improvements
 Promote formal recognition of Corridor having National and Regional
Significance
 Harmonization of regulations across federal state and local agencies, as
well as harmonization of regulations/policies along the Corridor
 Corridor-wide planning (e.g., technology advancement, environmental,
programmatic grade-crossing improvements)
 Develop a Unified Corridor Investment Program
 Expand the Coalition
 Expand financing methods
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This list of Priority project types reflects the GNC’s vision, mission, and objectives. With this
revised list of Priority project type categories, the next step was to establish criteria for “scoring” the
projects. Starting with the initial project evaluation criteria developed by the GNC in its MCOM-1
grant and RFP, the team has worked with the Coalitions Executive Technical Advisory Committee
(ETAC) to refine and weigh the criteria in accordance with Corridor goals and objectives.
It was recommended that the Coalition use the following methodology as a “pilot” to score the
example projects. This process tested the methodology and solidified the project selection
criteria/process, with full use and implementation to be used for future project prioritization. The
evaluation categories identified below are designed to address a full range of public and private
benefits achieved from the potential investment in future multimodal freight projects.
The project evaluation criteria that must be met to move a project forward to the project scoring
phase include the following:
A. Does the project have local support and/or is it in a transportation plan? Yes or No
For example:
 Does the sponsoring agency have funds into the projects?
 Is the project in a local transportation plan as well as in the State Transportation
Plan?
B. Does the project meet engineering standards and design requirements? Yes or No
Including:
 Maintenance cost coverage
 Efficiency
 Safety and security requirements
The project evaluation criteria are summarized in Exhibit 80.
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Exhibit 80: Project Prioritization and Weighting
Project
Evaluation
Criteria
Economic
Development

Environmental
Benefits

Project
Readiness

Mobility/
Improves
Corridor
Performance

Safety

Assigned
Weight

Examples Benefits/Evaluation Criteria





































Provides land use benefits
Creates jobs
Increases tax revenues
Spurs economic growth
Demonstrates commercial demand, including volume commitments
for customers
Supports smart growth strategies of faster, more reliable service
Provides improved rail access to industrial site
Enhances business access
Lowers shipping cost
Reduces fuel consumption
Reduces roadway congestion
Improves air quality
Reduces impacts on natural resources
Mitigates noise/vibration
Minimizes effects on environmental justice (EJ) communities
Exceeds mitigation requirements
Completes environmental clearances
Has reached 90 percent designed
Final permits can be acquired within x days of funding.
Is 75% funded
Improves fluidity of rail Corridor by reducing delay by x minutes
Removes chock point
Improves system velocity
Reduces train delay, yard dwell time
Provides operational cost savings
Improves equipment utilization, increases assets utilization
Reduces congestion on the Corridor
Improves traffic flow on the Corridor
Improves road mobility by reducing at-grade conflicts
Meets/surpasses performance measures defined for the Corridor
Reduces road/rail conflicts
Reduces freight moved via highways
Improves emergency response access
Improves safety by enhancing current at–grade crossings with
consolidations, closures, enhanced signalization
Implements grade separation by consolidating/closing nearby atgrade crossings
Completes realignment to relocate rail movements outside city
centers

25

15

20

40

25
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The project evaluation criteria and weightings were tested against the 10 capital projects of the 14
TIGER VI Applications submitted by Coalition members in April 2014.
While testing the methodology, each example project was assigned a rating using a qualitative
assessment or an objective analysis of each project’s expected performance. The rating system used
for each category is shown in Exhibit 81.
Exhibit 81: Scoring Symbols
Score
Example Symbol
High - 10 points=100%
Medium-High - 7 points=75%
Medium - 5 points=50%
Low-Medium - 3 points=25%
None/Not applicable - 0
points=0%
These five ratings options were used to score each example project against each criterion (The
assigned score for each criterion was multiplied by the respective criteria weight). For each project,
the respective criterion scores were added together to form a total project benefit score. The
maximum composite score for a project was 1,250 points. Exhibit 82 shows an example composite
score.

Safety

Total Possible
Score

Mobility/Corridor
Performance

Project Readiness

Environmental
Benefits

Economic
Development

Exhibit 82: Example of Project Evaluation Criteria Matrix Using Symbols

25

1,250

Weight of Criteria
25
Example

15

20

40

785

The goal was to quickly illustrate the project alignment with the Corridor goals and objectives. An
implementation snapshot was used to help visualize the project benefits. The resulting illustration of
project benefits can be displayed in two snapshots:
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Total Project Costs vs. Completion Date
Project Funding Gap vs. Completion Date

In the future, the Coalition may want to add more filters when looking at the full potential list of
projects. Such filters could include the following:
Duration of Implementation:
To enhance/simplify the implementation snapshot for the full set of potential projects, it is
recommended that projects in the future be grouped into implementation periods such as the
following:
 1-5 years
 6-10 years
 10+ years
This filter would allow the Coalition to focus on projects that could benefit the Corridor sooner, such
as in the short to intermediate time frame of 1-5 years, but still display the multitude of projects with
their respective implementation horizons.
Funding Gap Groups:
An additional filtering tool that may enable the Coalition to further understand the project’s funding
when looking at a larger list of projects involves grouping projects into segments by the amount of
remaining funding required for completing the project. The projects’ gaps could be grouped into the
following ranges:





Less than $5 million
$5 million to $15 million
$16 million to $50 million
More than $50 Million

This could enable the Coalition to sort the projects into funding requirement groups to identify
natural breaks in the data and to leverage the smallest amount of funds over a larger group of
projects.

Pilot Project Evaluation
The pilot projects used to test the methodology were selected from the applications submitted by
Coalition members in the TIGER VI grant funding round of April 2014. The Coalition members
believe that these ten capital projects fairly represent the types of projects and scoring challenges
that will be encountered by the Coalition in the future. Below is a short description of each project.
The two-page project summary of each capital project can be found in Tech Memo 5, Appendix A.
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GN C 2 0 1 4 Ra il T I GE R (VI) App lica t io n s
The U.S. Department of Transportation has been investing in freight transportation infrastructure
through the TIGER (Transportation Investments Generating Economic Recovery) discretionary
grant program since initiated by Congress in 2009. The TIGER program has dedicated over $4.1
billion in six rounds of funding for projects that significantly affect the nation, a region, or a
metropolitan area. In 2013 alone, $474 million was granted to 52 transportation projects across 37
states. Of this, $123.4 million was designated for projects in rural areas. TIGER funding has been
appropriated on a year-by-year basis since its inception. The program continued into 2014 because
of its popularity and success. In September 2014, the TIGER VI awards were announced. U.S.
Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx announced that the Department of Transportation would
provide $600 million for 72 transportation projects in 46 states and the District of Columbia from its
TIGER 2014 program. The Department received 797 eligible applications from 49 states, U.S.
territories, and the District of Columbia, an increase from the 585 applications received in 2013.
Overall, applicants requested 15 times the $600 million available for the program, or $9 billion, for
needed transportation projects.
Agencies throughout the GNC Corridor have been active in competing for TIGER funding
through the program’s existence. Most recently, Coalition members supported the following
TIGER grant applications for the 2014 TIGER funding program. Exhibit 9 shows the
locations of the 14 TIGER 2014 (VI) applications used by the Coalition as a pilot to test the
evaluation methodology.
Of the fourteen grant applications that were tested in the evaluation pilot test, one (Port of Seattle)
was successfully awarded a $20 Million capital grant for its Terminal 46 Modernization project.
The map in Exhibit 83 displays the location of all fourteen TIGER VI grant applications on the
Corridor. Please see Tech Memo 5 for descriptions of each of the applications.
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Exhibit 83: Map of 14 GNC Projects Submitted in TIGER VI
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Application of Proposed Methodology
The total ratings for the ten example capital projects are shown in Exhibit 84. The scores range from a high of
1,010 to a low of 510 points out of a total of 1,250 points available.
Exhibit 84: Total Scores for Pilot Projects

Mobility/
Corridor
Performance

Safety

Total Score

Weight of Criteria

Project
Readiness

Project Name

Environmenta
l Benefits

Project
#

Economic
Development

Evaluation Criteria

25

15

20

40

25

1,250

2

S.E. Main Avenue/20th Street/21st Street
Railroad Grade Separation Project Moorhead, Minnesota

1,010

3

Willmar Connection and Industrial Spur Willmar, Minnesota

845

4

Kalispell/FCEDA Rail Park

800

5

Connecting the Inland Pacific Hub Multimodal
Centers to the Global Marketplace

700

7

Port of Quincy Intermodal Terminal
Infrastructure Expansion

790

9

Port of Seattle Terminal 46 Modernization

510

10

Port of Tacoma Pier 4 Upgrade

695

11
13

14

Port of Portland Marine Terminal Freight and
Jobs Access Project - Portland, Oregon
North Portland and Peninsula Junction
Passenger and Freight Rail Improvements
Project
Pembina/Emerson Gateway Project (land port
of entry)

725
905

785

Exhibit 85 displays the 10 pilot capital projects by Total Project Cost versus Completion Date. If they had been
funded in the TIGER VI round, five projects could have been completed by the end of 2017. These five projects
represent two Economic Development projects, a First/Last Mile Improvement Project, and a Rail Capacity
Enhancement Project.
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Exhibit 85: Pilot Projects - Total Project Cost vs. Completion Date

Only one project—the S.E. Main Avenue/20th Street/21st Street Railroad Grade Separation Project–scored over
925 points out of the 1,250 total points or approximately 75 percent of the total available points. As a test of the
criteria and scoring system, the projects were ranked according to their score. Please refer to Tech Memo 5 for
this analysis.
When the pilot projects are looked at as a group of projects that could be fully funded by a set amount of money
such as $50 million, this provides a different look at the pilot projects. Exhibit 86 displays the pilot projects’
Funding Gap vs. Completion Date. If the Coalition had $55 million available today to fund projects, five projects
could be completed with that investment by the end of 2017. These projects include one of the top two rated
projects and four additional projects that are “construction ready” but have a lower value at this time due to
increasing capacity/fluidity of the Corridor. An investment of this amount by the Corridor would be a great
demonstration of the Coalition’s ability to work together to construct capital projects that will quickly improve the
Corridor. These five projects do represent each of the four project categories: Economic Development,
Community Impact and Safety, First/Last Mile Improvements, and Rail Capacity Enhancements.
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Exhibit 86: Example Projects: Funding Gap vs. Completion Date

Scoring Observations
Based on the initial review of the pilot, it was determined that the proposed evaluation methodology sufficiently
produces rankings that reflect a project’s current ability to meet the Coalition’s goals and objectives. It must be
noted that the reviewers realize that, as a project progresses toward construction, the project will accrue additional
points. Thus, every project should be reviewed annually or no less than every two years to confirm its progress
and to rescore the projects.

Additional TIGER VI Award
In addition to the Port of Seattle receiving an award of $20 million for Terminal 46 Renovation, another project
on the Corridor was also awarded funding in this round of TIGER grants. The Interchange at U.S. 10/CSAH 83
Project was submitted by Anoka County, Minnesota. This project had not been submitted to the Coalition nor to
BNSF, requesting support in the recent TIGER round. Thus, it was not on our list of potential projects that were
evaluated in the pilot. The request was for $10 million in funding to complete the $25.8 million project. The
TIGER grant will pay for removing the signalized intersection at U.S. 10/CSAH 83 in Anoka County;
constructing an interchange at U.S. 10/CSAH 83; constructing an overpass over the BNSF Railway tracks;
widening the CSAH 83 Corridor; constructing a sidewalk and trail for pedestrian and bicycle use where no
bicycle or pedestrian facilities currently exist; and closing the non-signalized access points at Llama Street,
Traprock Street, and private driveways along U.S. 10. Benefits of the project include the following:




Reduces travel times and congestion for 36,000-39,000 vehicles per day
Eliminates an unsafe intersection for pedestrians and bicyclists where four fatalities have occurred since
2003
Improves emergency first responder times and access to medical facilities

This project is an excellent example of safety improvements as well as mobility improvements for the road
network.
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Completion of the Project List Matrix
It has been decided for this phase of the project that an initial project list, even though it is not complete, will be
included in Tech Memo 5, Appendix G. Before the scenario workshop in May, the consultant team collected
projects from the eight State Rail Plans. The initial matrix was populated, and the projects were plotted on the
Corridor map. From the initial review of these projects, it was determined that the projects were not well
distributed along the Corridor. Thus, a formal outreach was made to the states to refine and edit the potential
project list with any additional project lists that have been recently released. Tech Memo 5, Appendix G lists all
projects collected. Please note that data is limited for most projects.

Potential GNC Initiatives
The following initiatives identified at the scenario workshop are recommended for consideration by the Coalition
to be developed into full initiatives in Phase II:






Grade Crossing Safety and Mobility Initiative
Corridor-Wide Environmental Planning Initiative
Comprehensive Corridor Project List
Unified Corridor Investment Program
Coalition Advocacy and Marketing Program for the GNC

Each initiative is described below.
Grade Crossing Safety and Mobility Initiative:
Develop a programmatic, Corridor approach to identify, prioritize, and fund grade crossing improvements such
as closures, consolidations, and separations.
The Corridor Coalition recognizes the importance of rail transportation’s role in a growing economy, but the
members of the Coalition also acknowledge the concerns of adjacent communities along the Corridor. These
concerns include noise, lighting, air quality, safety, and congestion at rail at-grade crossings. As both road and rail
traffic volumes increase, it is likely public concerns will also grow along the Corridor. The Coalition may want to
consider its role in this issue.
It is anticipated that increases in rail and vehicular traffic will result in increased delays at local at-grade crossings
and that communities along the Corridor will experience increased levels of congestion and noise. A rise in train
and vehicle traffic increases risk factors at crossings as well. Many local impacts can be addressed through a
variety of operational measures and capital investments such as crossing closures, quiet zones, and grade
separations. It needs to be recognized that grade separations are to improve vehicle mobility in response to vehicle
delays versus a safety improvement.
As the Corridor moves forward in refining a methodology for recommending safety and mobility improvements,
it is important for the Coalition to consider a methodology that identifies both busy urban crossings as well as
rural crossings, some of which ‘split’ communities, resulting in safety/mobility concerns and inconvenience. The
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current responsibility for signalization upgrades lies with the respective state highway departments or road
authorities. For these crossings, the Coalition will work with each state to improve safety and efficiency but will
not interfere with current state responsibilities. The challenges will be to fund the remaining potential
improvements and to balance the respective responsibilities/authority of the multiple entities involved in the
decision process.
In pursuit of this initiative, a preliminary methodology has been developed for further study in Phase 2 of the
GNC project beginning in 2015. This methodology is briefly described below; the full version can be found in
Tech Memo 5.
To support a Corridor-wide grade crossing initiative, the methodology was designed to provide a system-level
view of potential crossing changes that would identify candidates for closure/consolidation, candidates for
signalization upgrades, and candidates for grade separation. Experience has shown that exposure, which is the
product of AADT and the number of trains traveling that section of rail per day, is a good measure to rank
potential crossing improvements. The Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook – Revised Second Edition
2007 from the FRA includes a chapter entitled “Selection of Alternatives” that provides exposure number
guidelines for crossing closures and grade separations. This chapter was developed by a Technical Working
Group established by the USDOT that included the representation of highway agencies, railroad companies and
authorities, and governmental agencies involved in developing and implementing policies, rules, and
regulations. These exposure number guidelines will be the starting point to prioritize crossing safety
candidates. The additional use of FRA’s Web-Based Accident Prediction System (WBPAS) introduces the
influence of past and predicted crossing crash statistics. Using BNSF’s “Near Miss” reports will provide a rail
operations perspective of crossings warranting a review of possible crossing improvements. This methodology
will produce three lists of grade crossings that are candidates for grade separation, closure/consolidation, and
signalization upgrade. The next step in the methodology would be to use qualitative information and stakeholder
outreach to further identify the most suitable crossings for the three categories of improvements, as well as
gathering input and approval from the Coalition to produce a Corridor-wide program of prioritized improvements.
Please note that this methodology is preliminary in nature and does not represent any actual Coalition-endorsed
list of grade separation, closure, or signalization upgrade candidates. It is simply to create the foundation to
discuss a Corridor-wide grade crossing initiative.
Corridor-Wide Environmental Planning Initiative:
Explore and develop a strategy to develop a Corridor environmental planning strategy that would help expedite
permitting for stakeholder projects along the Corridor.
Members of the Coalition have discussed developing a Corridor-wide environmental planning initiative. This
could be helpful for a number of reasons. First, the Corridor travels through a variety of environmentally sensitive
areas; second, the Corridor has a long list of projects to improve efficiency, safety and accessibility that may need
environmental review; and third, the environmental review process can be long, complicated and expensive.
Having a coordinated strategy for reducing the time and cost of this process as well as improving the funding
potential for projects could be a universally beneficial undertaking for the Coalition.
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One potential strategy could be to provide guidance or a template for pre-NEPA studies. Montana Department of
Transportation has conducted several of these studies which seek to accelerate projects, improve stakeholder
involvement, and develop projects towards greater funding availability. Having stakeholder input and a working
knowledge of potential issues before starting the NEPA process both shows initiative to funders and can prevent
costly delays and/or disagreements by solving issues before a project begins. Furthermore, if the GNC Coalition
were to draft a short environmental policy alongside this type of guidance, the local party looking to perform preNEPA environmental analysis would be able to integrate any goals or strategies the Coalition identifies as good
policy.
One example of an environmental initiative similar to this involves the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach in
Southern California. Often times, environmental review in these populated, sensitive areas can be long, costly,
and arduous. In response, the Southern California National Freight Gateway Collaboration has been evaluating
potential adjustments to environmental review procedures that would continue to protect the integrity of the
environment while streamlining the process through interagency coordination and early consultation. Under this
proposed rule change, Caltrans will participate in collaborative discussions with the California EPA, the ARB,
and federal resource agencies to develop streamlined procedures that will continue to protect public health and
safety but that will also meet the state’s mobility and economic development objectives. Coordination,
cooperation and early identification of issues are important to this initiative, and likely will be important for any
initiative developed for the GNC.
The ideas mentioned above are only possibilities; there are myriad ways to seek a more efficient and less costly
environmental review process. However, the Coalition has indicated a desire to accomplish these goals and help
streamline their projects while maintaining environmental due diligence, indicating that devising and
implementing a coordinated environmental strategy is an initiative worth pursuing.
Comprehensive Corridor Project List:
Develop a comprehensive project list that would catalog and categorize Corridor projects.
Under Phase I of this project, the Coalition has collected an initial list of projects from currently published rail
plans. The Coalition recognizes that this list is incomplete primarily due to the fact that most of the published
State Rail Plans do not have inclusive project lists. In addition, in many of these published plans, even when a
project is identified on a list, the information on the project is limited and may not include estimated project costs
or an implementation date. Another challenge is that many long-term costly projects, otherwise known as “BIG
projects,” are so large and complicated to implement that these projects are only in the conceptual stage with
limited if any preliminary engineering. Examples of these “BIG” or conceptual projects include the following:
Single Track Expansion Projects:
 Replacing the Lake Pend Oreille Rail Bridge
 Replacing/expanding the Skagit River Rail Bridge
Major Tunnel Expansions:
 Crowning tunnels along the Corridor to allow for movement of double stack containers
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 Replacing or expanding snow sheds along the Corridor that currently constrain large dimensional
shipments
First/Last Mile Access:
 Expanding Bullfrog Junction at the Port of Tacoma
It is recommended that Phase II include identifying a Comprehensive Project List, which also includes identifying
these conceptual “BIG” projects. The Comprehensive Project List should include a high-level cost estimate and
implementation schedule for each listed project. Currently, many of the states on the Corridor lack a cohesive list
of well-developed projects that are ready for the final phase of funding. Instead, either a list of projects does not
exist or a list has a project identified by name and location, with maybe a project description but only very limited
additional project details. State department of transportation long range transportation investment plans should be
utilized for more information.
The Coalition will need to develop this inclusive detailed list of projects from all states on the Corridor’s
boundaries. This list will be necessary to enable the project evaluation process developed under this Phase to be
most effective. This detailed list can then be used as the initial basis upon which to prepare the Corridor-wide
project evaluation and prioritization based on the project evaluation methodology developed in this Phase.
Unified Corridor Investment Program:
Explore and develop funding strategies to fund GNC projects.
Completing the priority projects on the Corridor will required a unified Corridor Investment Program perhaps
funded creatively from seed money collected among the Coalition members and their respective stakeholders. A
model that could be reviewed for applicability was one used by the Puget Sound region to develop a group of
infrastructure projects across multiple jurisdictions.
The Freight Action Strategy for the Everett-Seattle-Tacoma Corridor (FAST Corridor) is a partnership of 26 local
cities; counties; ports; federal, state, and regional transportation agencies; railroads; and trucking interests intent
on solving freight mobility problems with coordinated solutions.
They have shared information and funding resources—sometimes shifting funds from projects that were delayed
to those that were ready to begin—to benefit the program as a whole. Because of this team approach, projects
were built that otherwise might never have been completed. Since 1998, the partners have identified and
assembled $568 million of public and private funding to build nine strategic infrastructure improvements and to
start four more.
As seen in the section above pertaining to grade separations, a multitude of state and federal funding programs
can be used to fund multimodal projects around the United States. The scope for this memo does not allow
descriptions of these programs to be included. As an initiative moving forward, the GNC may want to review
work products developed under the Transportation Research Board’s research panels, especially those projects
funded under the National Cooperative Rail Research Program (NCRRP) such as NCRRP 07-01 Alternative
Financing Approaches for Passenger and Freight Rail Projects and NCRRP 07-03 Inventory of State Passenger
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and Freight Rail Programs. This project includes an inventory of both state and federal funding programs that will
be a good reference for this future discussion.
Coalition Advocacy and Marketing Program for the GNC:
Develop and implement a strategy to expand the Coalition membership and formalize the advocacy role of the
Coalition.
To grow and strengthen the Coalition, a more formalized structure, including administering and funding the
organization, should be developed. This could be similar to the I-95 Corridor Coalition or other Corridor
Coalitions in concept. Once the structure and near- and long-term initiatives are identified, active growth for the
Coalition can begin. The following strategies should be considered and advanced:


Create a Corridor Advocacy Program – Work with local, state, and federal delegations to get the GNC
formally recognized and designated as an Essential/Strategic Public Facility that is of national
significance from the perspective of social, economic, and strategic defense. The Corridor Advocacy
Program should include individual strategies for local, state, and federal outreach. The Corridor Advocacy
Program needs to be coordinated across the entire membership and geographic areas served by the GNC.
The program would include project-specific advocacy by the Coalition on behalf of the Corridor and its
stakeholders.



Formalize the Corridor Coalition Organizational Structure – Develop a recommendation for a
sustainable organizational structure that will carry the Corridor Coalition into the future. Review other
similar organizations, and put together multiple options for consideration. This is a first step priority and
must be accomplished as soon as possible to take the GNC to the next level.



Create a Corridor Coalition Executive Leadership Team – Develop a recommendation for a Corridor
Coalition Executive Leadership Team that will increase visibility of the Coalition and facilitate a
collaborative approach to influencing decisions on local, state, and federal levels for top priority projects
and initiatives of the Corridor, in coordination with the Corridor Advocacy Program and the Corridor
Marketing Program.



Develop a Corridor Coalition Marketing Program – Identify opportunities to market memberships and
sponsorships to build the Coalition’s support both financially and politically. Targets for funding and
membership numbers need to be set and met and should be reviewed regularly by the Corridor Executive
Leadership Team.



Increase Education – Provide recommendations on how to develop a program(s) and materials that will
build recognition of the GNC and its importance to the nation. These programs and materials can be used
by the Advocacy Program and the Marketing Program to further promote the Corridor at the local, state,
and federal levels, as well as with interested stakeholders.



Expand Membership – Develop recommendations of possible membership structures and tiers that
analyze both a narrow band and a wide band approach to help expand the Coalition’s effectiveness in
terms of numbers of invested stakeholders, as well as to provide a funding source to help cover Corridor
operating expenses and project support.
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